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whole world of wood and woodworking industry.
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ACIMALL
“An industry in change”. Just before Ligna, we
decided to meet Dario Corbetta, Acimall director,
to analyze the current season for the woodworking
technology industry.
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FOCUS LIGNA & INTERZUM
Most of this Xylon International issue is dedicated
to the two important exhibitions of the “German
May”. Interzum (Cologne, May 16-19) and Ligna
(Hannover, May 22-26).
A very rich collection of articles and product
sheets to help exhibitors and visitors to get the
most out from Ligna and Interzum.

from page 9

COMPANY REVIEW
Ake, Artiglio, Biesse, Cefla, Casadei Busellato, Comec Group, Cursal, Giardina, Greda,
Homag Group, Makor, Ormamacchine, Scm
Group...are just some of the companies featured in this issue with articles specifically devoted
to them.

from page 13

USEFUL ADDRESSES...
For our readers, a “who’s who” we have never
promoted as it deserved. Now we are casting a
spotlight in this issue. A way to be found and to
find partners...

HERITAGE
RITTAGE
A OF SKILLS
SKIL
SCM. A HERIT
IN A UNIQUE BRAND
Over 65 years of success gives SCM the centre stage in woodworking technology
technology..
This heritage results from bringing together the best know-how in machining
and systems for wood-based manufacturing. SCM is present all over the world,
brought to you by the widest distribution network in the industry
industry.. In SCM’s
SCM’s DNA
also strength and solidity of a great Group. The SCM Group is a world leader
leader,,
manufacturing industrial equipment and components for machining the widest
range of materials.

See us at Ligna
Hannover (Germany)
22-26 May
Hall 13 - C56
Hall 16 - C06

on page 30

EXHIBITION CALENDAR
Another very popular section of our magazines:
the upcoming industry exhibitions!
www.scmwood.com
www.scmwood.com

on page 31
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Are you ready for the German May? The
tradition continues and this year – like all
odd-numbered years in the past half century
– it’s Germany's turn. The industry knows
very well that May is THE month: with Xylexpo
in even-numbered and Ligna in odd-numbered years, it’s always a “red dot” week.
And we should not forget that the German
May - just like Italy until a decade ago, when
the agenda featured the Xylexpo-Sasmil
combination - also includes wonderful Interzum in Cologne, just few days before Hannover.
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So, with the biennial exhibition of supplies
and semifinished materials, which is also
the top event for mattresses and upholstery,
and with Ligna, the second half of May is
really busy.
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What are we going to see? Definitely much.
Really a lot! As you can read on the next pages, there will be plenty of news and all
companies are showing up in their best clothes. Considering both events, we are talking
about several thousands of exhibitors and
tens of thousands of visitors, from many
countries.
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What will be under the spotlights at Interzum?
We believe that, once again, decors will
steal the show. After all, the “turn” of the Cologne event towards design and trends has
definitely brought an added value, at least
equal to functionality, mechanisms and constructions.
Let’s be clear: the big show on the Rhine
river had just one piece missing, i.e. involving
architects and designers. They succeeded
to do so in the past two editions and we expect them to accelerate this year, moving
further into that direction.
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And at Ligna? At Ligna, unfortunately, the
password will be “Industry 4.0”. Why unfortunately? Because we have a feeling this is
just a definition for many, a new label attached
on a package that was opened a few years
ago. So, here’s our proposal: let’s walk around
the Hanover trade fair halls, featuring a new
layout (at last!), and look for what is really
“Industry 4.0), really innovative, really connected, because if a Wi-Fi connection or an
Ethernet cable is all it takes, then we are
worse off...
Basically, someone is working hard and seriously on this topic. Someone is taking
roads that seemed futuristic a couple of
years ago, someone has realized that “providing solutions” is not just a nice expression,
it means delivering a number of “things”
that the customer maybe does not really
know how they work, but they enable them
to do more and better.
And so, welcome super-powerful and flexible
machines that can be operated like smartphones, or “predictive” service, or real solutions to the future of furniture, Ikea apart,
i.e. mass customization.
If you take your time to read the next pages,
you will find out that this year more than ever
- probably because the crisis is really over–
there are many nice things to see. Both at
Interzum and at Ligna. Will you be there?
Yes, of course. Well, then, enjoy May!

Fairs

Made Expo: looking onto the global market

“An industry in change”
Interview with Dario Corbetta,
Acimall director

p.s.: we remind you that at Ligna you can
find us as usual at the Acimall booth, hall
17, stand B76. Come and visit us…

Andrea Rancati (arancati@rancatinet.it),
Claudio Sanfilippo (csanfilippo@rancatinet.it)
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SCM GROUP

Fenestration Bau China

Luca Bergantini to lead the reorganisation of the Scm Italy branch

The Bau family has been growing. With the
acquisition of Fenestration China, the leading
trade fair for windows, doors and facades,
and the merger with Bau Congress China,
Fenestration Bau China has become Asia’s
leading international trade fair in the building
industry. The premiere takes place from November 7-10, 2017 at the Sniec (Shanghai
new International exhibition center).
In addition to the outstanding high quality supporting program with well-known international
architects, the exhibition is complemented by
numerous exhibition areas known from Bau in
Munich. Furthermore, Country pavilions and
the ATI (Architectural Technology Innovation
Forum) give international companies an excellent opportunity to present themselves. ■

Since the beginning of 2017 Scm has been
working on the reorganisation of its newlyformed Italy branch, with a major Group's investment meant to consolidate its great success
in recent years and celebrate the market recovery of the woodworking industry.
Heading this reorganisation operation is Luca
Bergantini, 39 years old, Italy Country Manager,
who for two years now has been leading the
team of specialists at the Scm branch. The
goal is to always stay close to customers: from
the all-important selection of the best machines
that meet their needs to the after-sales service.
The Italian market has been steadily growing
in the past two years. Since 2014 the Group's
revenues doubled, taking full advantage of
the early signs of recovery it saw in 2013. The

EXHIBITIONS
Feria Hàbitat Valencia
The upcoming edition of Feria Hábitat Valencia is
shaping up to be an excellent show. The fair is due
to run from 19th to 22nd September 2017 at Feria
Valencia and more than 160 companies have
already signed up to exhibit. The space has mostly
been booked by Spanish, Italian, Portuguese, German, French and central European companies and
will cover an area three times greater than the net
exhibition space at the last edition of the fair. This
means that with half a year still to go before the
event takes place, Hábitat 2017 has already exceeded the expectations generated by moving the
fair to September.
As the fair’s director, Daniel Marco explains “...the
industry is giving massive support to Feria Hábitat
Valencia’s positioning itself as the first major international event in the second half of the year
and as the year’s prime business platform for
‘made in Spain’ interiors against a backdrop of
growing exports and a recovering domestic marketplace.”
According to Marco “bookings have done nothing
but increase. The reputation of many of the companies that have already committed to the fair is
undoubtedly a huge incentive for companies that
are still apprehensive and I am sure that they will
not want to miss out on the new Hábitat’s repositioning”. ■

first to make their move were the large international
groups. Following right behind, came the domestic
market, where major companies began to invest
with conviction in their industries.
Leading this recovery have been the Brianza and
Triveneto areas, which represent 65 percent of
the domestic market. Bergantini's effort is to focus
on strengthening Scm's historic relationship with
most of the industry's Italian companies; seizing
new strategic opportunities in a sector that has
courageously embarked on the course of innovation; and providing a more efficient service to customers. Another aspect of Scm's strategy in
Italy, in which Bergantini is a firm believer, is vocational training. "Commitment to continued training is one of our hallmarks, and explains why
we share partnership projects with various in-

stitutions, organisations
and schools. ...Today, and
more so in the future, "InLuca
dustry 4.0 craftsmen and
Bergantini.
workers" use and will be
using numerically controlled (Cnc) machines
and software to produce custom-designed furniture and wood products".
Despite his young age, Luca Bergantini has been
working for Scm for 17 years. Following a brilliant
academic career, his and Scm’s destinies crossed
paths and have marched together ever since.
Bergantini started his career at Scm in the marketing office, later focusing on markets in the Triveneto and Balkan territories. He was then promoted to a regional manager position covering
the Italian territory. Since 2013 he worked in
Russia, as manager for that territory, and then returned to Italy in 2015 where he has worked focusing mainly on the national market. ■

PAINT OUT
OF THE BOX

SALONE DEL MOBILE.MILANO
Claudio Luti is the new president
Claudio Luti is the new
president of the Salone
del Mobile.Milano, appointed by the Business
Unit Committee formed
within FederlegnoArredo
Eventi specifically for
managing the brand of
Claudio Luti.
the Furniture Fair and
its exhibition activities
with operational powers, joined by Marco Sabetta,
General Manager and Andrea Vaiani, director of
the Exhibition. Luti, who has held the office of President of the Salone from 2012 to 2014, will be engaged in a project of further strengthening of the
image and the leadership role of the Milan Show. "I
accepted with pleasure - explains Claudio Luti the invitation of the new President of FederlegnoArredo Eventi Emanuele Orsini to assume this
position because I believe in the Milan Furniture
Fair and its strategic value for Milan.
It is essential for me to preserve the centrality of
Milan as a world center of culture and design of
the project and continue to attract the attention at
the show not only to architects, designers and
traders, but also, as is the case for some years
now, the stakeholders and trend setters”. ■

DISCOVER WHAT’S NEXT IN PAINTING TECHNOLOGY
We are a powerhouse of creativity and solutions for industry and design.
Tradition has just stepped into the future. An idea is about to become
a trend. We are innovation, inspiration and much much more.
ICA, your next wood coatings.
www.icaspa.com
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16-19 May 2017
Cologne Germany
Hall 10.2
Stand F-061

22-26 May 2017
Hannover Germany
Hall 17
Stand D64
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EUMABOIS

FACE TO FACE WITH JÜRGEN KÖPPEL

ACIMALL OUTLOOK
Makor srl: a correction to Acimall Outlook
In the February-January issue of Xylon International, we published the traditional
“Acimall Outlook” with the ranking of top50 companies in the industry of “Processing
technology for wood and more”.
Company Makor srl based in Sinalunga,
near Siena, was not included as their final
balance was not available when information
was collected. The company manufactures
surface finishing machine and closed 2015

with “Sales revenues” equal to 17.7 million
euro, a value that places the Siena-based
company at number thirteen of the ranking.
Makor increased their turnover by 23.4 percent
compared to 2014, with a production value
equal of 17.697 million euro and net profits at
481 thousand euro. The company has 79 employees and, in the year under scrutiny, Ebitda
amounted to 1.3 million euro. ■

EVENTS
Casadei Busellato: inaugurated new headquarter and showroom in Spain
Europea
De
Maquinaria, dealer for
the Spanish market of
Casadei Busellato
woodworking machines, inaugurated the
new headquarter and
showroom in Torrent,
València. The event
was celebrated with
an Open House named “Techno Highlights Espana”, dedicated to Casadei Busellato
machines, which took place from 20th to 25th
March with customers arriving to Torrent from
Spain, Portugal, France, Italy, Morocco and Algeria.
The new headquarters is composed of an area of
2500 square meters; 1500 sqm of them are dedicated to show the new Casadei Busellato machines, while the remaining 1000 square meters are
dedicated to used machines, all of them reconditioned in the internal workshop.
In this new premises will be engaged 10 people,
including business managers that manage the
sales network and direct sales to final customer,
administrative staff and technicians. At the Open
House were shown several news of Casadei Bu-

sellato, starting
from the edgebander “Flexa
47” with a hotair gluing system as “World
Premiere”.
Other edge
banders shown
are “Ala 20 S”,
“Flexa 17” and
“Flexa 27”.
Great expectations for the new “Jet Optima T5”,
a five-axis machining centre with motorized positioning of the working plan, that will also be shown
at the Ligna 2017 exhibition in Hannover. A further
machining centre shown at this Spanish Open
House is the “Easy Jet 5.12”, which presents interesting solutions for the production of cabinets
with nesting process.
Other interesting machines were the beamsaw
“Axo 200”, a complete range of sliding table
saws and other traditional machines dedicated
to the artisans.
Europea De Maquinaria, in addition to the Spanish
market, is the official dealer for Casadei Busellato
on the Moroccan market. ■

EXHIBITIONS

EXHIBITIONS

Delayed the debut of TTBois Expo

Next Fimma-Maderalia

The management of Cepra-Centro Promozionale
Acimall announced the decision to postpone
the dates of the first edition of TTBois Expo,
the new exhibition that Acimall’s operating arm
is organizing in North Africa, one of the most
promising regions for the future of the wood-furniture value chain.
“The exhibition, originally scheduled from 5 to
8 July, remains a priority for us”, said Dario
Corbetta, Acimall director. “However, at the
current stage, the conditions to offer an event
up to the expectations of our exhibitors do not
exist, so the debut has been delayed: we are
setting up a new format, concurrently with
other mechanical industry exhibitions, to leverage the synergy with industries close to the
processing of wood and wood-based materials”.
So, the organizers are already working to identify
the new dates, which will be communicated
soon, offering a significant business opportunity
to many industry companies, a preferential channel to approach a very dynamic market with
great perspectives. ■

Preparations for Fimma–Maderalia 2018 are
now under way. The next edition of the biennial
trade fair for materials and technology for the
furniture, carpentry, decorating and furnishing
industry is set to take place from 6th to 9th
February 2018 at Feria Valencia, coinciding
once again with Cevisama (5th-9th February).
Starting the process, the Organising Committees
of the two fairs met recently to give the next
events the go-ahead and set its objectives. The
two fairs, which will be celebrating their 38th
editions in 2018, will seek to consolidate their
leading position in the Mediterranean region
and, in the words of the committee members,
“create major fairs again” by taking advantage
of the current economic climate, the industry’s
recovery and Feria Valencia’s capabilities. Another
of both Fimma’s and Maderalia’s objectives will
be to extend the range of products featured at
the two showcases, both in machinery, technology
and solutions for the industry (Fimma) and in
materials and components (Maderalia). A well
as setting the dates and objectives for the fairs,
the Committee also gave the green light to the
new look for the Fimma–Maderalia 2018 campaign. Created by Feria Valencia’s own Marketing
& Communications Department, the new look
emphasizes the industry’s technological development and the versatility of the new materials
across different applications. ■

XYLON INTERNATIONAL

“Möbelfertigung” magazine’s Doris Bauer had
an in-depth interview with the newly appointed
Eumabois President. Several topics were discussed, all very interesting...Here is a summary
of the most significant.
Mr.Köppel, in the previous term you were Vice
President, now you have taken the top position
within Eumabois. What’s the key driver for your
new role within the federation?
“It’s the opportunity to represent some 850 companies worldwide. Besides that, I can have an
influence and get things moving for companies.
For instance, there are decisions to be made in
Brussels. On a political level, there is quite a lot
of academic discussion. An example is the
topic of sustainability at machine level: sometimes
decisions are made that definitely sound good,
but then they turn out to be very hard to implement. In such cases, it may be sensible to
involve as many companies as possible and
collect their requirements...Eumabois is perfectly
fit for this task.It is always difficult for companies
alone to tackle specific issues. We have a very
effective approach to a large number of companies from different national associations in
Europe. No matter if it’s about political issues
that involve our business or the definition of
technical standards”.
What’s the main reason why you accepted to
step up from Vice President to President?
“The main reason for me was that the Vice
President standing next to me is an operating
figure, and even the rest of the board is comprised of persons who have operating roles in
the daily business of their companies. In this
way, when it comes to consulting activities and
markets, we can offer all our expertise and
bring different points of view about various
topics.
We have succeeded in covering all board positions with this approach. For instance, since
September I have been working very closely
with Vice President Luigi De Vito, who is the
managing director of Scm Group’s woodworking
machinery division”.
What’s the mission of Eumabois?
“Before I took over the role of Vice President,
Eumabois’ activity to me was mainly focused
on the international exhibition calendar, as well
as on specific exhibitions that the federation
promotes to support their growth. In this respect,
one of my ambitions was to maximize the effectiveness of this action, in order to improve
how the federation presents itself and what it
stands for.
Apart from exhibition-related activity – which is
definitely important – Eumabois is a loudspeaker
for its members in several areas, from DIN standards to customs regulations”.
What’s the most important task of the federation,
in your opinion?
“Definitely, consulting for its members. That’s
why I cannot understand why sometimes smaller
companies say: “This association is not for me.”
Exactly those companies often don’t have the
resources to carry out expensive analysis and
surveys, whereas the community of an association can do that and actually does. In my position at Homag Group, for instance, I turned to
the German association Vdma to get reliable
information about a specific market. And even
for the association it was difficult to make resources available to collect such market information. Imagine a small manufacturer considering the possibility to produce in China in
order to increase its competitiveness: where
can they get industry-specific market information
other than from their national association or Eumabois?
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Is there anything
you would like
to change?
“We always
have ideas to
improve things,
building on very
solid foundations. For instance, an imJürgen Köppel.
portant task of
the association
is to collect useful information, such as import
and export figures, revenues and similar data.
These figures are generated by the associations
of each country and flow into a common data
platform at Eumabois, so that we can have a
clear picture at the end. Statistic structures are
partially outdated, as machines have changed
a lot, for instance. In this case it would be useful
to update the classification. Of course we have
identified a few key activities, which we formulated
last November so that we can bring them forward
together. The awareness and knowledge of external events is one example. I like to make a
comparison with the European Union: why has
“Brexit” happened? Because, in the end, there
was little discussion about the positive sides of
the European community, while the negative aspects became more and more visible. In this respect, we want to carry out a stronger marketing
action. For instance, we must inform that an exhibition has increased area prices by 10 Euro
per square meter, instead of 50, as a result of
fruitful discussion with Eumabois. It is necessary
to promote our positive action to the public. Another topic on our agenda, for instance, is the
Code of Conduct. In some member associations
such rules were introduced long ago, but not in
others. We want to identify the core concepts
centrally, to be used then by our member associations.
Are you getting additional benefits from your exhibition activity?
“There are basically two key benefits, both for
exhibitors. On one side, single companies from
national associations can participate in collective
booths and do not need to organize their participation completely on their own. Also the
member associations do not need to set up a
small booth on their own, instead they can
show up more attractively as association under
the umbrella of Eumabois. We are developing
and expanding these options and we believe
they will be appreciated. This strategy would
also provide each company with an attractive
“remote” point of contact at the Eumabois collective booth. Active companies recognize each
other and are happy to exchange views and
opinions in foreign markets. We want to expand
this type of initiatives in the future: at “Ligna”
2015, Euambois promoted the creation of a
real “federation marketplace” where exhibitors
and visitors could meet. We want to apply this
concept to other exhibitions”.
Which part of the association’s work at European
level do you value most?
“We have to be aware of our role in the global
scenario. There is hardly any other region in
the world that can set standards. If you consider
a Big Europe with a strong expansion to East,
this will generate not only trends, but also standards. And such an agile federation will bring
benefits also to smaller businesses, as someone
will also listen to them, and not just to the big
brands. We must keep this concept very clear
in our mind. With such a forward-looking concept,
business will become certainly much better”.
by Doris Bauer
www.moebelfertigung.com
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CIFF GUANGHZHOU 2017
It was really a positive experience accepting the
organizers’ invitation to visit the “second half” of
Ciff-Chinese International Furniture Fair in
Guangzhou, last March 28 to 31. We called it
“second half” because this huge container divided
into different segments – from furniture to supplies,
from office to residential – happens in two parts:
the first one, dedicated to home furniture, was
from 18 to 21 March, while the second one, where
we attended, was from 28 to 31 March. The latter
session was centered around furniture for working
environments and community spaces in general,
featuring a large section – interzum Guangzhou
– dedicated to furniture components and semifinished materials, combined with another area for
machinery and technology. It’s an exhibition boasting big figures, as we said: according to organizers, the dual event hosted about four thousand
exhibitors and over 191 thousand visitors,
13.7 percent more than in 2016, proving that this
market is a key region for the entire wood-machinery-furniture supply chain. And maybe not everyone knows that the Guangzhou duo has a sister
exhibition in September in Shanghai. A very “Chinese” situation, we daresay, with situations and
figures that are light years away for us. The three
events (two in Guangzhou at few days’ distance
and the Shanghai date) altogether reach 1.15
million square meters, six thousand exhibitors
and over 250 thousand visitors from 200 countries.
On one hand, this exhibition has proved it can
draw much interest among exhibitors and visitors,
while on the other it offers an effective showcase
to see the evolution of Chinese manufacturers.
When you visit a Chinese furniture maker today,
you can see clear evidence of quality and expertise,
tailored to the destination market. We can no
longer say that “made in China” is a synonym for
cheap price and “sufficient” quality: offer can
satisfy the demand of different market segments,
from “consumer” furniture to medium-high-end
products. There are also very fascinating examples,
especially when material quality and effective technology are combined with Oriental taste to recreate beautiful settings and atmospheres. The
exhibition offered a review of furniture and interior
decorations for hotels, metal furniture, waiting
rooms or public spaces, office furniture and chairs,
together with accessories, machinery, plants,
complete lines…
Several events are worth mentioning: the agreement between Ciff and the e-commerce site Alibaba, the online and offline launch of hundreds
of products via the platform “The Ciff & Tmall
Deco fashion”. The creation of “Pinnacle Awards
Asia-Pacific” was also announced, a prize offered
in collaboration by the exhibition organizers and
the American Society of Furniture Designers, an
effective initiative to increase the visibility and recognition of Chinese design, supporting its effort
to align to the highest global standards. We will
also mention the first edition of the “China Interiors
& Decorations Conference” and events like “Global
Garden Lifestyle Festival”, “Design in China”,
“Guangzhou Design Lecture”, the eighth edition
of the “Global Office Furniture Outlook” and the
first workshop of “Bifma-Safe and Healthy American
office furniture standard around the world”. Just a
quick look at the list and you will realize that
design and creativity are core topics for this platform and this market. A huge effort that indicates
the desire to understand, to know, to go in depth,
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long forgotten in other regions. Briefly stated, Ciff
seemed to offer a picture of an evolving industry
in an increasingly mature market, ready to take
on new products that can help improve living
quality. This assumption is consistent with the
recent directives of the Chinese government,
clearly repeated during the opening ceremony
by Zhu Changling, president of the China National
Furniture Association and the Council of Asia
Pacific Furniture Association. This world-class
event is successful because it is located at the
hub of China’s furniture production and woodworking machinery consumption: as it always
happens, the proximity of a “showcase” with its
reference economic district is a successful formula,
especially when supported by efficient organization.
The Guangdong province is a major driver of
Chinese economy: fifty million inhabitants that
generate an export volume equivalent to South
Korea. Impressive figures and comparisons, although shadows start looming: increasing labor
cost, which eliminates a key factor for the success
of goods based on competitive prices, is combined
with the much more serious threat of new American protectionism, with the impending introduction of import duties up to 45 percent. Such
measures would have a negative impact on Chinese gross domestic product estimated at one
percent or less, but it would significantly depress
the export of entire industries, which would be
deprived of their top destination market. Ciff 2017
was still characterized by a positive economic
climate, considering that Chinese Gdp grew by
6.9 percent in the first quarter and the local
furniture industry proved to be very vital and
thriving. To continue its race, this industry needs
favorable economic conditions but also advanced
materials, supplies and technologies, allowing to
achieve the highest quality standards of finished
products as well as to reduce the impact of labor
costs. Yesterday and today, the key technology
partners are the international manufacturers of
machinery and plants, mostly Italian and German
companies, for their high standards, performance
and all-round services. For “made in Italy” and
“made in Germany” in our industry, China is still
one of the top destinations, as well as home to
their offshore production sites. However, equipment
demand in the past few years has not been
covered by international supply only, but also by
local production, which has increased by number
of companies and levels of technology and performance. China is following the same development
as Germany first and Italy then, where the woodworking industry grew in synergy with the local
machinery manufacturers. Such growth was driven
by the domestic market and then turned to export.
China is no exception: with a value in excess of
1,300 million euro, it is now the world’s third exporter of woodworking machinery. Within this
scenario, also the offer of trade fairs has developed.
It’s recent news that the biennial show Wmf in
even-numbered years will move from Beijing to
Shanghai, where accommodation capacity is
much higher, concurrently with Ciff, starting from
autumn 2018.
The next Ciff date is the fortieth edition, to be held
in the charming setting of Shanghai Honqiao
from 11 to 14 September 2017.
Dario Corbetta

www.ciff-gz.com
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THE SALONI WIN AGAIN!

Many, many people. Many events. Plenty of suggestions. An ocean of furniture and accessories.
If furniture needs enthusiasm, it found it once
again… as we look forward to knowing how much
of this will turn into business, let’s enjoy the
exciting atmosphere we breathed from April 4 to
9 in Milan.
“A unique opportunity where culture and industry
become an international reference and a model
of Italy as an efficient country; an exciting week,
full of positive attitude and enthusiasm for all
companies that presented their best image, for
architects and designers who brought their creative vision, and for so many visitors who came
to Milan to see innovation at the Salone and to
dive into the sparkling city life”. How could we
disagree with this short but very accurate analysis
by Claudio Luti, president of Salone del Mobile.Milano, few hours after closing the gates of
this amazing event? Not even the most partial
commentator could be accused of adulation,
whatever his/her opinion about this big party.
After attending the show for many years, we can
hardly find something to say or new things to di-

scover. It would be enough to mention over 200
thousand square meters of extension or
343,602 visitors from 165 countries who accessed
the venue in six days, 10 percent more than in
the “equivalent” edition of 2015, when the Salone,
the only one with a capital S, was combined with
the same biennial shows as this year, namely Euroluce and Workplace 3.0, the office furniture
event. And what about the official acknowledgment
given by no one less than the President of the
Italian Republic Sergio Mattarella, who officially
opened the 56th edition of the big Milan show.
“This is not just an exhibition – Mattarella said –
but a representation of business culture, of a
method of working together and interpreting
modern manufacturing”. Absolutely true.
As usual, many exhibitors: over two thousand, 34
percent from across the border, filling up the different areas of the trade show: Salone Internazionale del Mobile, Salone Internazionale
del Complemento d’Arredo, Euroluce, Workplace 3.0 and SaloneSatellite. The latter – definitely one of the most valuable assets offered by
the Milan kermesse, in our opinion, a real showcase

of “the genius to come” – celebrated its twentieth
edition opening up the doors to over 650 designers
and 16 international design schools, complemented
by a special show at Fabbrica del Vapore.
The Salone del mobile is the jewel of the crown,
nothing to say. The payoff was really matching:
“Design is a State of its own. And Milan is its
capital”. We found hard evidence not only at FieraMilano-Rho, where the fairgrounds were literally
flooded with people at specific times, but all over
the city. “The Salone del Mobile is an attraction
for the innovation community and at the same
time it must be itself a symbol of the capacity to
innovate its contents and global communications,
preserving the brand reputation. Only in Milan
can designers and engineers find a unique
mixture of creativity and industrial capacity to
interpret and represent such creativity. That’s
why the Salone is a must for anyone looking for
inspiration while presenting its creativity”, goes
the opening press release quoting Luti. For a few
years now, this is no longer an exhibition, but something different, richer… maybe too much…So,
there couldn’t be a better framework for Claudio
Luti’s return to the president’s chair, guiding a
team that had been largely renovated after the
changes in the FederlegnoArredo management,
the association that owns the Salone. Another
topic effectively solved by the Salone was classical
furniture. This year we found the traditional format
“Classic: Tradition in the future”, which characterized the entire space in Halls 2 and 4 dedicated to this “style”. As usual, we were impressed
by Euroluce, the biennial exhibition of lighting
fixtures, celebrating its 29th edition. We would
never stop walking in the aisles and be charmed
by the most beautiful element of all, light, which
Italian and global companies were able to reproduce with gracefulness, style, elegance, functionality, intelligence, eco-compatibility. In the FieraMilano aisles you could find everything, really
everything: from “creative” table lamps to street
lighting (maybe the mix was a bit “too excessive”),

MADE EXPO: LOOKING ONTO THE GLOBAL MARKET
Windows were the big stars of the 2017 edition of
Made Expo, the international design and architecture exhibition held at Fiera Milano in Rho from
8 to 11 March. Eight halls were filled, with a total
exhibition area of 52 thousand square meters
and 1,600 exhibitors, four focus shows that,
supported by an intensive agenda of meetings
and conferences, attracted 106 thousand visitors,
with a 12 percent share of international operators.
The large international audience, both for visitors
and for exhibitors and delegates, has been the
distinctive feature of “Made Expo” in the Italian
and global scenario, driven by a positive trend of
construction product export, including timber
constructions, and interior finishings. The figures
published by Centro Studi Federlegno Arredo
Eventi about the construction and furniture industry
indicate that Austria is the major source of Italian
import (over 30 percent of the total), followed by
China and Germany at a distance. After a plus
10 percent peak in 2015, total export still increased
by 1 percent in 2016. Roofing recorded 7 percent
growth, with Germany as the top market of origin
(plus 23 percent), followed by the United States
(plus 10 percent), while Switzerland and France
decreased. Finishings (doors, window and flooring)
are slowing down abroad, but they are recovering
in Italy, supported by tax allowances for building
renovation and energy saving. As mentioned by
Centro Studi Fla Eventi, France suffered from the
most significant reduction (minus 11 percent),
while the United States keep growing (plus 31
percent) and Russia lost 23 percent. Building envelopes and windows played the lion’s share at
Made Expo, taking four out of eight halls. The solutions presented for this specific segment also
included woodworking technology, starting from
the “Woodworking Technology Area” promoted
by Acimall, which took to Fiera Milano Rho a few
woodworking industry leaders such as Giardina
Finishing, Costa Levigatrici and Vitap. According to Stefano Tibè (Sales Director at Giardina
Finishing), “attending Made Expo, the most important exhibition for constructions, proves our

focus on this industry. We are back after a few
years because we believe this is an exhibition
to invest on, it’s a place where we can meet
several customers among exhibitors and a huge
international audience. Consider that, today, 85
percent of our business is abroad, versus 70
percent in pre-crisis years. Furthermore, export
are more and more important, as the sales volume in Italy is still half than before 2008, while
enduring signs of recovery are still missing...
.“Being here at Made Expo – said Remo Costa,
co-owner and Italy sales area manager at Costa
Levigatrici – was an opportunity to see a market
in evolution. Especially for windows, we noticed
a very significant growth of aluminum and pvc,
and a reduction of wood consumption and consequently of painting and finishing requirements.
Attending this exhibition we can figure out if
wood still has margins for growth or, instead,
we should focus on metal and develop the second branch of Costa Levigatrici. In the sanding
and surface processing area, something is happening is the business of doors, windows and
finished floorings, with processing operations
that enhance the grain of the raw material...”.
Besides windows, there are other emerging sectors
where made-in-Italy woodworking technology can
leverage new R&D resources, such as acoustics.
Massimo Bussagli, area manager at Vitap: “This
is our second time at Made Expo, where we
mainly present technology for the production of
soundproofing panels....This is an emerging
business in Italy, but we are seeing very interesting growth rates, combined with positive expectations for the current recovery of constructions...During the exhibition we were visited
both by customers looking for solutions to produce soundproofing panels, and by operators
interested in furniture and panel machinery, espe cially from Eastern Europe, Russia,
Afghanistan, Egypt and the Arab countries in
general”.
www.madeexpo.it
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from show lighting (and even here we had some
“strange” ideas…) to building automation, from
software to innovative technology.

INDUSTRY FIGURES
Furniture
According to the latest figures by Centro Studi
FederlegnoArredo, furniture export in 2016 indicate
one of the key strengths of Italian furniture companies: cross-border sales exceeded 8.8 billion
euro (plus 1.2 percent compared to 2015), with
significant growth rates in France (plus 4.9 percent),
the United States (plus 8,.8 percent), Spain (plus
8.5 percent) and China (plus 21.9 percent).
Lighting
The Italian community of lighting companies is
characterized by a predominant share of export
on total revenues: in 2016 they have strengthened
their presence on the most important markets exceeding 1.64 billion euro sales, close to 70 percent
of total turnover, driven by the United Arab Emirates
(plus 37 percent), Switzerland (plus 10.4 percent)
and Belgium (plus 8.2 percent). Good results
also in France (over 192 million euro export in
2016, plus 6.2 percent), which has become the
top destination for this industry.
Office Furniture
Export are recording a positive trend, with France
reaffirming its leading role with over 90 million
euro export (plus 2.9 percent). In 2016, Italian
office furniture companies achieved brilliant results
in the United Kingdom (plus 29.4 percent) and
the United States (plus 42.8 percent), the two
major destinations for contract and design.
I Saloni will be back next year, April 17-22, 2018,
when furniture and accessories will be complemented by bathroom and kitchen furniture and
Ftk (Technology For the Kitchen). (l.r.)

www.salonemilano.it
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“AN INDUSTRY IN CHANGE”
Dario Corbetta has different roles: he is the manager of the magazine you are reading, Acimall
director and manager of the biennial exhibition
Xylexpo. He has always been working in this industry, serving for a long time as Acimall’s Studies
office and marketing manager, so we could not
find anyone better to talk about the Italian industry,
the sector in general, the association and – why
not – the upcoming Ligna.
“We can start with an overview of our own
organization”, Corbetta says. “Acimall has
changed like the entire industry: our association
has survived and reacted to the crisis, just like
the entire wood technology business. Our industry is facing a historical change, which is a
necessary step to operate on more and more
demanding and challenging markets, and most
of all, in a really global economy. Today, as I
said, the industry is back to growth and Acimall
has fully restored its operating role, proving to
be able to transform, turning into a swifter and
leaner organization, in line with its needs and
opportunities, more than ever focused on “facts”,
on the real needs of companies”.
What do you mean?
“The tasks of a Confindustria member association
are clear. First of all industry promotion, representing the interests of the sector and promoting the Italian industry, both on a global
scale and on the domestic market. We organize
an exhibition, Xylexpo, held in May in evennumbered years, which is definitely a worldclass event by number and quality of exhibitors
and visitors, and an excellent showcase for
“made in Italy”, a match that our industry plays
at home, in its own stadium, before its own supporters. I anticipate your question: it’s true that
Xylexpo has been going through a stormy
decade, but we can say now that the situation
has changed and the entire industry is represented at our exhibition, with no difference be-

tween “big” and “small”, with everyone committed
to keep “at home” one of the most important
events in the global scenario, it’s the only Italian
exhibition with no competitor that can threaten
its leadership. Let me add that we have already
started working for the 2018 edition, to be held
from 8 to 12 May, and once again we will be included in the short list of strategic exhibitions
for Italian economy, gaining access to financial
funds to increase the attractiveness of the Milan
days. We have another vehicle I love to mention,
namely our magazines Xylon and Xylon International, which were created to promote industry
culture and have become an established and
recognized not only by the Italian industry of
machinery and technology. This year, Xylon is
celebrating the thirtieth foundation anniversary,
a milestone we will celebrate properly”.
What about the economic situation?
“We are recovering, as I mentioned before,
from a season when our industry lost 40 percent
of its turnover on the whole. A dramatic shock
which had an impact on all association activities.
But we are still here, with our exhibition and all
our initiatives, ready to work for an industry
that is recovering quickly: things are going
much better on the domestic market, also thanks
to the incentives of the “Industria 4.0” plan,
super and hyper-mortgages that will generate
positive results, and the Sabatini law that is still
applicable”.
How and how much has this industry changed?
“I can answer by telling you that, today, the
Italian wood technology sector includes two
big industrial groups that in recent years have
further strengthened their position and currently
account for over 50 percent of industry turnover.

The structure of the Italian wood machinery industry is dominated by two giants, followed at
a distance by a group of medium companies,
and far behind a multitude of small enterprises.
For at least a decade, Acimall has been trying
to promote the aggregation of smaller businesses offering great value and capable of providing tailor-made solutions to customers, near
or far; however, these companies are constrained
to what we call a global niche and they need to
take their undisputed ingenuity and expertise
all over the world, with investments and costs
that often have a significant impact on operating
margins.
Our task as association – Corbetta continues –
is to do our best so that everyone is properly
represented”.
“Change has been huge – Corbetta adds – in
terms of technological innovation, with a strong
impact on the furniture and woodworking business. Now we are facing a new season, with an
increasing focus on transferring such contents
to handicraft. The flexibility and multifunctionality
of working centers has replaced conventional
machines, as witnessed by the decision of
many companies to quit the business of traditional machinery, where the entry level is lower
and lower, and in the past two decades we
have seen the rise of low-cost manufacturers,
especially from Asia, offering much cheaper
products. The future belongs to “user friendly”
working centers, which will be the equivalent
of routers and band saws for their ease of use,
provided vendors can offer modular solutions
affordable to many. I really believe that an
industry with updated technological resources
might also be more attractive for young people,
rejuvenating the image of the joiner”.
Let’s give a look into the future…
“Today we represent 162 companies, basically
the entire industry. According to a recent survey,
there are some eighty companies which are not
Acimall members, but the wood industry is a
marginal business for all of them. In the past
decade, about sixty companies have disappeared, either because they were taken over or
they went out of business, in line with the rest of
the Italian and international industry. But let me
give you a comparative figure: our German
counterpart, Vdma, has about one hundred
members, all bigger than ours…The real challenge is competition with Chinese competitors,
who can benefit from a huge domestic market
and, in addition, are often listed on Asian stock
exchanges and have massive cash flows, so
that they can make acquisitions in Europe and
in Italy. It will be strategic for them to incorporate
major brands so that they are no longer associated to low-quality products. I think we will
soon realize what is happening and the consequences of this situation, both positive and
negative…”

Visit us
at Ligna Hannover
22 — 26.05.2017
Pad 15 Stand D 46

Schiavon srl
Via dell’Artigianato, 4/a
31052 Maserada sul Piave (TV) Italy
schiavontools.com
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Dario Corbetta.
by Luca Rossetti

THE YEAR 2016
The year 2016 closed positively: the final figures
processed by the Studies Office of Acimall – the
Italian woodworking technology manufacturers’
association – for last year are aligned with forecasts,
and most of all reflect the positive atmosphere of
the wood technology industry. Production amounted to 2,057 million euro, 10.4 percent more
than 1,864 in 2015. Such percent variation is
similar to 2015 versus 2014, when the variation
was 11.7 percent; so, two years of double-digit
growth.
The figures provided by the Italian statistics
institute Istat allow to draw a final balance of
import and export: in 2016, sales abroad amounted to 1,495 million euro, 5.8 percent more than
in 2015, when export had grown much stronger
by 12.7 percent versus 2014. End-of-year figures
indicate that last year was largely positive, most
and foremost for the domestic market which driven by fiscal incentives and public support to
the industry and, in general, to consumption reached 562 million euro, 24.8 percent more
than total sales in the previous twelve months.
“The market situation is much more favorable –
commented Dario Corbetta, Acimall director –
and finally, it is not supported only by our strong
export propensity, but also by an expansion of
domestic demand and higher propensity to invest in instrumental goods”. “Such trend is confirmed by import – Corbetta added added –
achieving 181 million euro, 19,4 percent more
than in 2015”.
2017 FORECASTS
The Italian market is lively and it is expected to
get an additional boost from the “Industria 4.0”
plan launched by the government. In this respect,
the Studies office of the Confindustria member
association indicates specific figures for 2017:
the Italian market might grow by another 20
percent, passing the 700 million euro threshold.
Also production is expanding, with an expected
value of 2.2 billion euro (plus 10 percent compared
to 2016) and 1.6 million export (plus 6 percent).
Preliminary data for the first quarter confirm this
trend: orders, compared to the same period of
2016, have increased by 16.4 percent, resulting
from plus 22.2 percent abroad and minus 3.6
percent at home, as the domestic market is
waiting for the final deployment of the “Industria
4.0” initiative.

www.acimall.com
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FOCUS

...AND INTERZUM “OPENS THE BALL”
life. In Cologne you can also find interior designers and architects besides the traditional
categories of visitors from the furniture business,
and this is a driver for the participation of companies that have always considered Interzum a
“furniture factory”, so they decide to exhibit
here to meet their business target”.

Everything is ready in Cologne
for another record-breaking edition of the trade fair for components, supplies, semifinished
materials and accessories for
furniture and interior design.
Italy is in the forefront, while in
Bad Salzuflen…

Are there segments that
grow more or better than
others?

“Interzum is definitely a
mature exhibition from
all points of view, including the product categories. It reflects marWe have got used to Interzum’s
ket trends and the insuccess story. As we have written
creasing demand of
many times, there was a critical
supplies, involving all
period about ten years ago, but
segments equally, so I
then it was overcome brilliantly,
cannot tell you that
and the next edition will give further
some areas are more
evidence of this.
dynamic than others.
Thomas Rosolia.
But for sure, I can say
“After that “moment of reflection” Interzum has that hardware is a “hot” topic, just like the
been developing constantly, edition after edition, world of panels and decors, three segments
reaffirming its role of world’s leading trade fair where exhibition area demand has always exfor furniture production and interior design”, ceeded availability. This year we have decided
said Thomas Rosolia, managing director of Ko- to expand the Interzum layout with additional
elnmesse Italia, whom we met to get first-hand halls to meet the demand of such exhibitors as
information about Italian attendance at the big well as to support the overall expansion of the
show on the Rhine.
trade fair; such expansion will also offer benefits
to Italian companies, as many exhibitors who
“The next edition will host even more exhibitors asked to join us in May in Cologne will finally
and cover a larger surface: there will be 1,700 get a positive answer”.
exhibitors from an all-time record, 36 percent
more than in 2015. Another record is represented Are you happy with Italy’s response?
by the occupied area, this year topping 200
thousand square meters in ten halls, so most “As usual! Koelnmesse offers a global network
of the available space in the Cologne fair- of events for the furniture industry and interior
grounds.We are very satisfied and we expected design. We have established enduring and close
these results: at the end of December, most relationships, making the most of the service
halls had already been sold out.
we offer. As a result, Italian attendance has set
The positive trend also includes Italian atten- new records, in terms of number of companies
dance, at high levels as usual. This year we will and square meters. In Many, visitors will find all
have 310 exhibitors – the largest delegation, major Italian brands ready to meet their demand
as it often happens – covering over 20 thousand with a product portfolio and a sales organization
square meters of exhibition space, nine percent that are up to current market standards.
more than in the previous edition.
Although Interzum has a long story, again this
The collective pavilions organized by our Italian year we will have several new entries, absolute
office are also increasing, they will be located in beginners of our exhibition: so, Interzum is still
the different “focus areas” of the exhibition, with able to grow. Improved market conditions are
43 exhibitors in total. This service is really ap- one reason, but there is also another factor,
preciated by small and medium businesses more “innovative”. In 2015 our biennial show
looking for an effective solution to be in Cologne. hosted over 57 thousand visitors from 143
We take care of everything, from booth installation countries, 10 percent from Italy, and we expect
to services, with an efficient approach that we these figures to grow in 2017. Well, within this
have extended to many other exhibitions.
huge audience, we see increasing differentiation
The collective areas keep growing, because and new “types” of visitors, especially in the
we reach a critical mass that maximizes the areas of creativity, project and design, catevisibility of Italian companies, placing them in gories that are paying increasing attention to
strategic positions and supporting their partici- this exhibition.
pation with web marketing initiatives or industry At Interzum you can find all the future trends of
press communications, which are essential to furniture and an exhaustive review of moods,
inform visitors about the participation of Italian styles and trends around interior design, everycompanies”.
thing that defines the living space and social
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

“The target audience of our exhibition has
changed – Rosolia continues – and Italians have
realized that this is the place where you can
see future trends, without forgetting that the
current economic situation is more exciting than
the recent years, it is more inviting not only for
exhibitors, but also for visitors.
We see bigger, more beautiful stands for all
companies, not only for the big German groups,
because Interzum is the place where companies
celebrate what they are and what they offer,
knowing that they must be more attractive than
in the past to draw the attention of all visitors,
not only the “practical” target of production
people. As a result, the average time spent at
the exhibition has increased, as the event offers
even more news, suggestions, ideas, and it is
more pleasant and inviting”.
Is there any similarity to imm, to Saloni di Milano
in this new concept…

side events that fill the traditional exhibition
container with new suggestions and contents.
The trade fair is much more dynamic, more exhaustive about the future trends of all types of
furniture, from contract to kitchen, from bathroom
to office, without forgetting the big area dedicated
to materials and technology for upholstery,
for mattresses, a unique review on a global
scale”.
Dr. Rosolia, just a few words about the Zow acquisition by Koelnmesse Gmbh: an unexpected
move…

“The news from Bad Salzuflen was welcome
also by Italian exhibitors when we illustrated
the project for an exhibition that will serve a
strong region for the German furniture industry,
distinguished by a concentration of kitchen and
container furniture manufacturers. An interesting
proposal in the years when Interzum is not
held.
After all, exhibitions need to be renovated, to
respond to the requirements of exhibitors and
visitors. In Bad Salzuflen we want to develop a
new project that must be more attractive, leaner,
more compact, tailored to the needs of companies willing to address this specific portion of
the German market”.
by Luca Rossetti

“The overall approach is more design-oriented,
there is a focus on beauty, more attention for
new decors, combined with a lineup of interesting

www.interzum.com
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ABOUT ITALY...
A chat with Andreas Zuege, managing director
of the Italian subsidiary of Deutsche Messe,
on the eve of Ligna 2017, an event where made-in-Italy
technology is at home…
the opportunity to be in the “global marketplace”
of the woodworking industry. It is definitely
worth attending, as here you can find new contacts and meet all your partners: it’s a place for
networking, where you can meet the big family
of our industry… it’s a highly appreciated sharing
opportunity”.
This year the exhibition is radically changing its
layout…

Andreas Zuege.

“Once again, Italy has responded enthusiastically
to Ligna’s invitation: this year, 300 Italian companies will exhibit in Hannover, back to the
figures we had before the crisis, which is finally
over. They include a significant number of newcomers, companies that will attend our exhibition
for the first time; I believe these companies
have not focused on export so far and now
they have chosen Ligna to approach the global
markets. One out of five among the 1,500 exhibitors at the next edition come from Italy and
cover 25 percent of the 120-thousand-squaremeter surface of the trade fair, thus enjoying
exceptional visibility. Let me tell you, this is an
event where you can hear Italian speakers all
around!”.
Andreas Zuege, managing director of Deutsche
Messe Italian subsidiary, welcomes us in his Milan
office and can hardly conceal his satisfaction.
Ligna has always been quite successful, but this
year the figures are the same as in the good old
times…
“Ligna is the navel of the world: everyone must
acknowledge that it is the world’s most important
review, a meeting place for visitors from all
countries, operators who do not want to miss

“This revision will feed new energy into the event.
We have shuffled the cards, eliminating the
division between industry and handicraft, and
what’s most important, we have involved exhibitors
in this transformation from the very beginning, including a few Italian companies we have met
regularly in the past three years to collect their
opinion and to keep them updated on the status
of works. I believe that Ligna has adopted the
best method to develop a new project and to
control the transition from the old to the new
format, with an inclusive approach that was appreciated also by Italian companies. Let me add
that it was not a “political” decision, but rather a
process that has involved all stakeholders; this
strategy has rewarded us and ensure very high
levels of satisfaction, also because the new layout
has allowed us to accept the applications of
many more exhibitors, both for larger booths and
for allocation in specific halls.
It was important to dialog with our Italian customers, both small enterprises and large industrial groups, to find the best solution. Now
our exhibition is open to everyone, with no “national favorites”, a layout basically and strongly
based on the contribution that each exhibitor
can offer to a segment, an accurate redistribution
supported by the intermediation and in-depth
action of Vdma, the association of German
manufacturers which has always been in charge
for space allocation. We have responded effectively to a market that has changed, with an
increasingly global offer that matches international demand, and values that are less national
and broader: today, the only thing that matters
is what you design and produce, the contribution
a company can give to others in terms of technology, innovation and process. These are the
new Ligna guidelines. It may seem a trifle

XYLON INTERNATIONAL

change, but it has enabled us to redesign our
huge container, magnifying its effectiveness
and simplifying visitor orientation, besides offering
to all exhibitors the opportunity to choose a
space where they feel at ease. So, an exhibition
that reflects the globalization that has swept
the world, not just the wood industry… a change
with very interesting effects that will provide for
an even more exciting experience at Ligna”.
What are the reactions of Italian exhibitors?
“Excellent, as I mentioned before. Many of them
told me now they feel at home and that’s a
great satisfaction, and it also proves we have
done well! The feeling is that, today more than
ever, no one feels like being at a German show,
it’s their own exhibition, the trade fair where
they can meet the world”.
Which were your “guiding principles”?
“First of all, we stopped considering the exhibition
a combination of “national teams” and focused
on the value of the overall mix. Following this
approach, we have “distributed” the biggest
companies in different halls, creating strong
focal points and building around them the story
of each segment of our exhibition.
And even more interesting, in my opinion, we
cancelled the division of halls between handcraft
for small and medium enterprises and large
scale production. Such division was outdated
by the developments of technology, the availability of leading-edge solutions with affordable
investments also for smaller businesses.
I am thinking about the recent experience at
the Saloni in Milan, where we saw tens of thousands of new products, created with new materials and improved production cycles. This
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wouldn’t have been possible without technology
in the first place, and technology is not the exclusive domain of big companies, it is also created by small and medium enterprises, who
are very active, especially in Italy, and drive
product and process innovation. I am referring
to technology vendors but most and foremost
to technology users, companies that often work
in niche markets and invent so much: Italy’s
strength lies in this huge creativity, which is
often supported by the collaboration between
organizations that create a unique business
model, impossible to duplicate, as it is part of
their Dna. This is Italy’s big strength, the capacity
to network, to work together pursuing the interest
of each and every one…
There is always a lively market and a future for
everyone: at Ligna, we wanted to represent this
reality”.
“Don’t forget that small and medium enterprises
– Zuege continues – are also the majority of
users at Ligna and in all exhibitions around the
world. In the past twenty years, we have been
going through a big process of acquisitions
and mergers, but smaller organizations can
be faster and more flexible; furthermore, furniture
and high-end interior decorations often require
special operations, typical of the handicraft
business, which can be executed only with tailor-made “custom” solutions. And in this area,
“small” companies still have a lot to say…
This is one of many valuable assets represented
at the upcoming Ligna: it’s going to be a great
edition, we are sure, and the Italian flag will be
waiving all over the place!”.
by Luca Rossetti

www.ligna.de
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ITALY AT LIGNA!
In these pages we would like
to do something pleasant
for our readers by publishing
the list of Italian companies
present at Ligna as exhibitors.
COMPANY

HALL

STAND

A.C.M.
A.Costa Righi
Abrit
Acimall
Aircom
Airprotech
Alberti Engineering
Andreoni
Anver
Arco International
Artiglio
Atc
B.S.P.
B.U.P. Utensili
Bacci Paolino
Baschild
Baumann
Biesse
BigOnDry
Borgonovo Renzo
Bottene
BP Tools
BrainSoftware
Brevetti Motta
Briani
Brusa & Garboli
C.M. Macchine
C.M.L. Engineering
C.M.S. Balestrini
C.M.T. Utensili
Cama
Camam
Carmac
Casadei Industria
Casati
Casati Macchine
Caselli Group
Casolin Giorgio & C.
Cbg Acciai
Cefla
Centerinox
Cermat
Chemisol Italia
Cit Meccanica
Cma Robotics
Cmc-Texpan
Cni Informatica
Cnt Machines
Co.Im.A.
Collanti Concorde
Colombo Eredi
Comec Group
Coral
Corali
Cosmec Technology
Costa Levigatrici
Costruzioni Nazzareno
Cremona Angelo
Cruing Italy
Cursal
Dalso
Danjtec Service
De Nardi
De Stefani Valerio
Delta
Di Più
Diatech
Dorigo Utensili
Bonacin Ivica

11
25
26
17
11
17
12
27
17
26
25
16
13
13
27
25
FG
11
25
16
27
27
12
13
13
27
27
27
13
11
12
27
25
11
15
15
27
11
25
17
11
26
26
27
13
26
15
27
11
11
26
27
12
27
12
16
25
26
15
27
27
15
25
16
27
25
15
11
11

D70
M46
A16
B76
B54
A64
A24
K25
B76
H74
H23
B12
F24
F45
F50
H65
L66
A16-B46
M06
D21
G32
J20
A07
D39
F39
J10
G39
D20
E48
E46
F62
H58
A41
C06
E45
B14
J12
E83
J22
F45-F47
A70
D58
A58
J10
D42
E27
A34
J20
A55
E67
H75
H50
B70
D12
A28
A14
L49
H23
G69
H16
F19
D53
H05
D21
C12
M45
F78
F37
B88

COMPANY

HALL

Durante & Vivan
17
E.M.C.
17
E.M.G.
26
Ecobloks
27
Ecoenerg
17
Elettromecc.G.Colombo 15
Elmag
16
Elte
15
Emme-Elle
16
Epistolio
17
Erregi
11
Essepigi
11
Essetre
13
Eumabois
17
F.I.Ma.L.
11
F.U.L.
11
Fam Costr.Meccaniche
11
Fametec
13
Fapil
13
Fasco
13
Ferwood
11
Fida
12
Figli di Nando Trabattoni 15
Finiture
17
Fiorenza
11
First Italia
11
Formetal
11
Fravol Export
11
Freud
11
Friulmac
27
G.D.A.
15
G.G. Macchine
11
G.M.C.
11
G3 di Fantacci Giancarlo 27
General Dies
26
Giardina Finishing
16
Globus
26
GM Machinery
11
Gmc
27
Greda
27
Griggio
11
Hart Utensili
11
Hsd
15
Isve
25
Ilma Innovation Systems 27
Ilmetech
27
Imal
26
Imas Aeromeccanica
11
Imeas
26
Incomac
25
Incoplan
25
I.C.A.
17
Industrial Machining Sol. 15
Instalmec
26
International Saws
15
Italpresse
17
Itipack
26
K-Services Italy
26
Kuei
17
Lcr Macchine Automatiche 15
La Meccanica di Reffo
25
Lesta
17
Locatelli Macchine
27
Logica H & S
25
Longoni Roberto e figli
26
Mbm
12
Mvm
27
Ma.Co.2L
13
Macmazza
12
Maggi Technology
13
Magnys
11
Makor
17
Mancini Utensili
12
Masterwood
12
Maurimacchine
16
MD Dario
13
Meber
11

STAND

COMPANY

D79
F63
E57
E13
D85
D62
C06
G79
B14
F79
E77
C68
E26
B76
D59
B05
A75
F31
G16
F18
E62
A11
A26
B32
A76
E87
E75
D44
D32
D39
E61
C75
B77
J58
J13
A12
E71
B88
D06
J50
D62
A86
D48
M22
G07
A52
D62
C02
C75
A50
E05
D64
C25
A76
F78
H19
A62
J03
F71
D65
C02
C72
K16
F05/1
H07
B85
A58
F33
E77
E32
A62
H15
F41/1
E78
A06
F04
E21

Meccanica Medese
Meccanica Moderna 2
Messersi Packaging
Metal World
Metis Systems
MGI Tools
Microtec
Microtec
Microtech
Mion & Mosole
Mion & Mosole
Montenero
Mz Project
Napoleon Abrasives
Nardello Sistemi
Nardi International
Neomec
New Finishing
Nord Est Abrasivi
Nordutensili
Oma Impianti
O.M.A.R.
O.S. Panto
Officina Mecc.Sestese
Off.D.Savio Ahena Boilers
Officine Meccaniche Nerli
Olimpia Chiodatrici
Omal
Omas
OMC Machinery
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HALL

12
13
11
15
17
15
27
25
11
26
15
11
27
17
11
25
16
17
17
15
11
26
25
26
25
16
27
12
13
11

STAND

C78
F32
E66
C14
D72
C31
F27
F39
E60
E78
E62
D02
K39
C76
A06
A55
B13
F19
F75/1
F61
B62
F78/1
B01
E08
F68
C01
K27
E75
F40
D90

FOCUS
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COMPANY

11
27
15
11
13
12
26
27
26
26
11
15
11
FG
12
FG
25

STAND

B70
J60
F75
C12
E34
D12
H16
D51
G07
D72
B78
B05
E69
P49
F41
P47
B02

COMPANY

Pribo
Prima Electro
Primultini
Prodeco
Project
Putsch Meniconi
Resch & 3
Resco Tools
Rex e Tubovit
Rinaldi
RM
RP Engineering
Rs Wood
Saidtools
Saomad 2
Sarmax
Schiavon

HALL

25
16
25
11
11
12
25
27
15
11
11
26
13
27
27
13
15

STAND

COMPANY

HALL

L25
D05
K26
E74
E02
A16
K49
J67
B01
E56
E01
H61
E42
B53
H31
C13
D46

Scm Group
Scm Group
Scm Group

13 A48-E52
16
C06
15
F33

Secal
Semar
Sirca
Sistemi
Sofit
Sol.Ve.T
Solidea
Stanghellini
Stema
Stemas
Steton
Storti
Stromab

25
11
17
12
12
17
27
16
11
11
11
27
27

Zaniolo CdA - 3.16

Omc Machinery
Omgatech
Omlat
Omma
Ormamacchine
Osama technologies
P System
Pade
Pagnoni Impianti
Pal
Panotec
Panotec
Pavan Mario di Bagatello
Pezzolato
Pgs
Pinosa
Priamo

HALL

Ligna & Interzum

Love for wood!

Resistance and beauty both indoors and outdoors
Holzfreund water-based cycles, a series of primers
and finishes for outdoor use and
Retron water-based two-component cycles, a series
of base coats and finishes for household furniture,
guarantee moisture resistance, surface hardness,
high adhesion and particularly beautiful colour.
Holzfreund treatment cycles for external use on doors and windows and Retron treatment
cycles for household furniture have obtained the Catas Quality Award.
indoors

outdoors

Zetagì Srl - Olmo di Creazzo (VI) - Ph. (0)444.228300 - Fax (0)444.228366 - info@zetagi.it - www.zetagi.it
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STAND

A38
A12
D79
E86
A67
B35
K31
D01
C70
C11
B77
B12
F31

COMPANY

Tama Aernova
T.O.P.
Techwood
Tecnolegno
Tecnolev
Tecnomec
Tecnopool
Teknomotor
Termolegno
Tocchio International
Tonelli
Trademak
Trafileria Ghezzi
Trasmec
Turboden
Turri Bruno Technologies
Twt
Uniconfort
Uniteam
Unitek Ferri Claudio
Ut.Ma.
Utensil Centro
Utensiltecnica
Val.Mec
Valmaggi Caldaie
VD
Veneta Impianti
Vidali Finishing
Viganò Mario
Viscat Fulgor
Vitap Costr.Meccaniche
Vivaldi
Volpato
Wde Maspell
Wirutex
Wiz Chemicals
Working Process
Zaffaroni

HALL

25
12
11
17
16
27
17
15
25
26
16
FG
27
26
25
25
27
25
13
13
27
11
13
27
26
17
11
11
16
27
11
27
11
25
11
26
27
11

STAND

N09
B40
D76
G16
B20
C15
A79
D70
K46
E50
C01
K53
E12
E76
F01
A11
K32
J21
E02
F41
B51
D61
G15
J21
H27
A66
E38
A55
A02
B48
B62
G41
E10
F68
A12
A78
G31
A78
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SCM: “A SOLID GROUP, GROWING STEADILY:
A FUTURE WHERE TECHNOLOGY SERVES PEOPLE”
equally. We had good results with traditional
equipment which – leveraging the specialization
of our distribution network – have gained shares
in a market that is not expanding, so we subtracted business to our competitors… we have
always been an excellence in this product category and we want to continue to be competitive
also in terms of pricing”.
Luigi De Vito.

It is going to be an important Ligna, as usual. A
major event that Scm will attend with a big stand
in hall 13, exhibiting not only innovations, but the
group’s entire technology lineup. Superfici will be
in hall 16, dedicated to coating and painting, approximately five thousand square meters. A strong
signal in a very positive season. “After all – says
Luigi De Vito, as we meet him in the Rimini showroom, “…a group with 65 years of history must
always look ahead, seize all opportunities and
pursue its own vision”.
CHOICES AND RESULTS
“What we are doing today, for instance setting
up a strong presence in Hannover, is the result
of our recent decisions. We have put to fruition
the great skills developed internally and acquired
through the incorporation of qualified brands,
now fully integrated in the group strategy. It’s a
valuable asset for our customers, more and
more willing to interact with us as total partner.
This is the background to an excellent 2016,
when we grew by 15 percent achieving 600
million euro revenues. We achieved significant
growth in all sectors, with all of our departments,
from design to after-sales, perfectly adapting
to the new challenging organization. Also woodworking technology, with 430 million euro
turnover, recorded the same percent growth,
whereby the book of orders largely exceeded
the levels of 2015, creating new space and
supporting prospects for the future. Now we
are running at full power, having doubled the
volume of solutions offered by our engineering,
which for us means solutions, plants, modular
lines tailored to customer requirements. “It’s organic growth, basically driven by the implementation of our “key account management”
strategy launched in 2015, based on the most
accurate and effective monitoring of each market
segment, so that each customer, wherever they
are, knows whom they can turn to, before,
during and after an investment decision. Such
strategy applies to all our customers, not only
those with huge financial resources asking for
innovative plants that ensure quick Roi through
optimal operations. We have created a dedicated
team who have enabled us to offer several
major plants around the world with great success,
from Italy (where we doubled this source of revenues in 30 months) to the United States, from
France to China and South-East Asia...Of course,
such effort was also addressed to technology
for other market segments, which have grown

Mr. De Vito, how did you start into the new year?
“Very well, with double-digit growth in all
product segments. The book of orders in the
first four months has already exceeded the excellent result of last year: positive response is
coming from Europe, Americas, the Middle
East, Australia, Russia, although it’s not a real
“turning point” in the latter case. Italy is also
doing well, remaining at relatively high levels.
We are a company that invests, solid and strong,
supported by an excellent financial position
and improved cash flow: this is a key asset for
our credibility and for our capacity to increase
investments and finalize more acquisitions…”.
OFFERING TECHNOLOGY…
“This is the result of the success of excellent
products characterized by innovation built on
three pillars: customer proximity, first of all,
strong connection to understand their present
and future needs. The “key account manager” I
mentioned is not only “outbound” for sales, but
also “inbound” to collect diverse needs and requirements. The second pillar is represented
by preferential relationships with universities,
research centers and vocational partners, a
network developed with a long-term strategic
vision that gets stronger and stronger every
year. The third pillar, equally important, is our
engineers, who study and design relentlessly..”

ting cycle time by 30 to 50 percent… and process waste by one
half! This result places us at the
top of the industry. At Ligna we
are also presenting an evolution of
our nesting software for working
centers, “Maestro Nest”, with improved reporting and easy upload
of information to be turned into
machining instructions. For flexible
manufacturing we are launching
the “Lean 4.0 Cell”, a sophisticated
concept we had previewed with the “Close to
the customer” project, showing that production
is moving towards “mass customization”, or
“customized industrial production”. With the
Milan Polytechnic and the Rosenheim University,
at Salone di Milano 2016 we had presented a
cell that implemented specific concepts. First
of all, the end customer can get exactly the requested piece of furniture. Through a simple
guided procedure, the customer “informs” the
system about his project, and within 48 hours
picks up the furniture kit, ready to be assembled.
At Ligna we are showing the industrial version
of this concept, a manufacturing island that
can be experienced physically and virtually
(wearing the “Oculus Rift” headset) to discover
the future of flexible manufacturing: minimum
setup time, batch one, automated island warehouse, total flexibility, mixed production using
packs and single sheets (so, cutting and nesting),

We will see the results at Ligna…
“Sure! I am not going to make a list of all the
new features visitors will find in the solutions we
are displaying, more than 60, but there are
some elements I want to stress, first of all the
innovation of working centers, models Morbidelli
“M100” and “M200”, that implement the “all in
one technology” concept, i.e. a machine tool
for wood that can really do everything and
easily interact with the operator. We have invested
a lot in operator-technology interaction, resulting
into Morbidelli “P200”, an entry-level edgebanding working center that will be one of the
highlights in Hannover. The same philosophy
was applied for our new edgebanding machines
with controlled axes, featuring zero setup time
and increased flexibility. This solution has been
adopted not only for the most powerful and
fastest models, but starting from machines
working at 12 meters per minute”. “Everything
is controlled by software – De Vito adds – conceived to provide the operator with a quick and
user-friendly tool. Within the “Maestro” suite, at
Ligna we are launching the new “Maestro Cut”
for panel sawing, controlled via
a 21” touchscreen and an intuitive user interface, which also
provides accurate reporting allowing to manage the working
cycle according the principles
of Industry 4.0. “Maestro Cut”
will also be complemented by
an optimizing tool, “Maestro
Ottimo Cut”, developed in collaboration with an Italian university and based on a heuristic
algorithm that has reduced cutXYLON INTERNATIONAL

all driven by an intelligent system that – through
an articulated robot – controls the entire cell independently. It’s a complete process from standard panels to finished pieces with one operator,
even unskilled, and the support of our “Maestro
Watch” software. And talking about customers,
at Ligna they will be our best testimonials: we
are organizing a number of meetings and presentations in the “Scm Arena”, a theater were
customers and industry experts can tell their
stories and their relationship with technology
and with our company. Finally, we are distributing
a special issue of our magazine entirely dedicated to case studies”.
Hall 13, stand C56.
by Luca Rossetti

www.scmgroup.com

VALTORTA
V
AL
ALTORT
TA
BRAVOROBOT
BRA
AVOROBOT 3D
Un nuovo concetto di
spruzzatura automatica con
lo scanner 3D su robot a 5 aassi.
New opportunities with th
the
3D scanner on the 5 axis
spraying robot.

Ligna Hannov
Hannover
22-26 Maggio
Hall 16 - C06
superfici.com
super fici.com
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A”NEW PHASE” FOR GREDA

“This Ligna will be very important for us: we
closed 2016 with positive results and the trend
continued in the first months of 2017. In Hanover,
we are exhibiting a range of working centers
with significant enhancements, more effective,
more automated, smarter… more “Industry 4.0”!
You can feel excitement in the words by Marianna
Daschini, Ceo of Greda, an established leader
in the production of special, tailor-made working
centers. At Ligna, the Italian company is setting
up a 150-square-meter booth to display its flagship
products, which have been entirely redesigned
as evidence of the high technological standards
constantly offered by the company and their determination to pursue clear goals: “Working
centers with superior performance, to reduce
downtime dramatically, as that’s what the a
market is looking for: machines that are smarter,
connected to the entire “enterprise ecosystem”
and capable of working unattended, with automated loading and unloading systems..”, adds
Piero Daschini, co-owner and technical manager
of Greda. Three machines will be under the spotlights in Hanover – “Diva”, “Mitika V” and “Poker
V” – all sharing the same “Industry 4.0” capabilities, including the possibility to interact with other
working centers, software and production controls.

The new “Diva” will be a world premiere, a working
center with 5 interpolated axes that can bore,
mortise, tenon, mill, finger-joint and route on five
workpiece faces. Visitors will also find the 5-axis
working center “Mitika V” and its 4-axis “brother”
“Poker V”, both multifunctional machines to turn,
mill, shape and sand solid wood parts in one
cycle at high speed.
“We have revised our working centers in depth
– Piero Daschini concludes – adopting more advanced components and focusing on the standardization of construction. Another new element
for all three machines is the “GreCam” software,
a new intelligent tool developed to optimize
each process stage, starting from toolpaths,
that will achieve utmost effectiveness.”
So, Greda is starting a new season, they are
“changing skin”, and a new milestone is planned
before the end of the year, namely moving into
new premises. “We have launched an ambitious
project, leveraging the results we have achieved
in recent times”, Marianna Daschini says. “We
have launched a real “Ligna Project”: we will
meet operators from all over the world and we
have to show them our maturity and solutions
that respond exactly to current market
demands..In this respect a key role was played
by a more aggressive sales strategy, which has
taken us, either directly or through our partners
and resellers, to markets all over the world,
from China to Russia, from the United States to
Poland, from the Middle East to South America,
up to Scandinavia and Northern Europe”.
Hall 27, stand J50.

www.greda.it
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SAOMAD
“WOODPECKER JUST 3500”
Also this year the company Saomad 2 srl will
participate at Ligna 2017 at Hall 27, stand H31
– and will present the innovative and famous
working center “Woodpecker Just 3500”, for
wood and windows production. It is a modern
robotic cell configured and designed to produce
in a flexible, easy and inexpensive way doors
and windows.
“Woodpecker Just 3500” is capable of producing
up to 15 finished windows and doors in a
normal working shift with the use of only a parttime operator. It is a cell that operates in an autonomous way for about 80 minutes allowing
the operator to carry out other processes, including assembly, sanding etc..
“Woodpecker Just 3500” is equipped with multiple
independent drilling units, milling, tenoning and

profiling which allow to realize the most varied
types of sashes and frames of the frame in the
international market.
Modern retooling systems and large tool magazines allow “Woodpecker Just 3500” to minimize any downtime.
Flexibility, autonomy, high execution speed, extreme precision, and high profitability are the
qualities that characterize Woodpecker Just
3500.
Hall 27, stand H31.

www.saomad.com

REHAU

“Rauvisio karat” is Rehau polymer stone surface
“RAUVISIO WAVE” AND “RAUVISIO KARAT” that can be used in a wide range of applications,
from floor covering to wall and ceiling cladding,
At Interzum 2017, as well as worktops and furniture fronts. It is comRehau will be fo- posed of mineral material (about 60 percent) and
cusing on the last Pmma (40 percent) and it ensures resistance,
updating of “Rauvi- stability and the maximum hygiene. “Rauvisio
karat” offers different advantages in processing:
it is 40 percent lighter than real stone, can be
processed with conventional (diamond-coated)
sio” surfaces range
woodworking tools, cut to size and customized
that offer designers
on-site and it is thermoformable. Its loads and
and manufacturers
slip-resistance rating of R11 make it suitable for
innovative and functional solutions in furniture design. Among the shower tray, shower walls and wall cladding in
latest, “Rauvisio wave” is the wave look decorative bathrooms; it is equally well suited for use as a
textured surface in Wpc, coated with a film based kitchen worktop and furniture thanks to its heat
on polyolefine for the maximum chemical, Uv resistance up to 220°C, and chemical elements,
and scratches resistance. Able to create captivating scratches and Uv rays. Its non-porous, hygienic
light and shadow, three-dimensional and dynamic and extremely easy to clean surface, makes
effect, it offers the same aesthetic impact of a “Rauvisio karat” also suitable in labs and hospital
routed and lacquered Mdf board without any structures.
further manually processing and achieving saving Hall 8.1, stand E30.
time and money during production. It is available
in White and Black standard colours, and in Vario
variant, that can be custom-lacquered on request.
www.rehau.it

G3 FANTACCI

BRAINSOFTWARE

CONTINUITY, EVOLUTION AND GROWTH

“SPAZIO3D” SOFTWARE

G3 Fantacci is a manufacturer of high technology tools, completely realized in Italy.
For more than 50 years on the market with
continuous research
of quality, productivity
and innovation of tools for woodworking, plastic and aluminum.
Also at this edition of Ligna 2017 will be present
to confirm the continuity, the evolution and the
growth of its production. As well as the production of wide use tools, the company is specialized in the manufacturing of tools for
chair's production, thanks also the cooperation
with leading manufacturers of machines for
this work. In the wide range of the production
there are standing out the multicut spiral cutters
and other specific tools like tenoning cutters
and Hm helical router bits. In the last two years
it's one of few companies that continues to believe in the investment for the development,
purchasing new machines and also incorporating the company Gi.Ma to increase as the
productivity, as the experience that's necessary
in the field. To highlight the points of strength
of the company such as the production of
special tools, insert cutters and brazed tools,
also diamond tools.
Hall 27, stand J58.
www.g3fantacci.com

“Spazio3D” is entirely developed by BrainSoftware
srl, which ranks among the
world leaders in Cad/Cam
4.0 software. The experience gained during 25 years
by the engineers and technicians team allowed it
to master each problem of the furniture trade and
by “Spazio3D” offers complete solutions for all
needs, permitting to manage all the furniture production phases: from the design to production
printings, including Cnc programs. The Company
supports its customers and through a conscientious
analysis of the problems and management systems, proposes solutions aimed at improving efficiency, up to a full integration in the users’ information system. Due to its flexibility and steady
openness towards broader markets “Spazio3D”
is required and widespread in many regions of
the World, making of it a competitive and suitable
software for the demands of trades with different
needs. Thus, opening of new head offices become
strategic to support all distributors worldwide:
Europe for Africa and Middle East too, Philippines
for South East Asia, India and Australia, Mexico
for all American continent and China. Every year
“Spazio3D” is updated and improved: its modular
structure provides diversified and specific solutions
for areas of use, from joinery to industry, to furniture
retailers, to design
and architects studios.
Hall 12, stand A07.
www.spazio3D.com
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MASTERWOOD, CLEAR IDEAS
TO LOOK INTO THE FUTURE...
coming years we can gain market
shares in Germany, where we
have created Masterwood
Deutschland in partnership with
our German dealer, or in France,
our top destination, where we are
establishing a company that will
Giancarlo Muti.
“We are still the same: those who never
be in charge for service, offering
stop investing, continue to update our
spare parts from stock and quick
products and find new solutions, investigate all support. In England we already have an efficient
the opportunities the world provides, knowing organization with Masterwood GB and effective
that there is much to be done”, Muti says. “We technical service; now we are focusing on the
closed 2016 with an “interesting” revenue growth United States, a country with its own peculiarities
over the previous year, just below 24 million and complexities, but we have some good
euro, 80 percent of which from export, with ideas in mind…”.
about one hundred employees. We achieved
this result by constantly developing and im- Mr. Muti, in the past you also launched some colproving our machines, with a commitment that laboration initiatives with other Italian companies;
we will extend to the upcoming Ligna and into such initiatives are welcome but they have always
the next months, because we have lots of irons been hard to implement…
in the fire; we believe this is the most effective “It’s not easy when you have to deal with money
approach in a market that has changed much, and acquisitions. In the end, individual interests
especially for companies like ours, operating in prevail and you miss the common goals in the
mature markets characterized by high levels of medium and long term. We have tried several
technology demand. Today, there is strong de- times, we have identified companies with a
mand for “ad hoc” machines: it is almost im- complementary business and started interesting
possible to sell a machine from stock, because projects, but we have never gone beyond good
even the most basic equipment requires some intentions. Now such initiatives are out of question
customization. As we manufacture working cen- for me, at least for a while: we have some partters, this means keeping high standards of nerships, even important ones, but that’s a diftechnology and process expertise wherever ferent matter...”
our machines are employed, even more now
that the gap between solid wood and panels is
“Nesting KS”.
getting narrow and joiners can do more and
better, maybe even process materials other
than wood…We have always paid special attention to handicraft and small-medium businesses; our machines have always been at
home in this category of organizations, as they
can be really flexible and versatile. Now we are What about the upcoming Ligna?
stronger also with more powerful solutions; I “At Ligna we will preview our “Project 265”, a
can mention four plants purchased by Jeldwen, five-axis working center with a new numerical
probably the world’s biggest door producer, control and full-digital drives that increase perwith over twenty thousand employees and listed formance significantly. We will also exhibit “Proon the stock exchange. We equipped three ject 351”, building on the success of “350” and
sites in Denmark and one in Sweden with designed to handle widths up to 1,550 millimethrough-feed machines that can produce one ters; it’s a sturdy solution with a large gantry,
door every 27 seconds, including milling, cutouts, suitable tool magazines and movable carriage.
external profiling, drilling and hardware inserting, We will also display the five-axis gantry center
plus any additional operation required for all “Project 375” where – like the entire “Project”
family – we have installed EC-compliant
types of doors”.
“bumpers” to simplify operations in any factory
Are you also noticing a “comeback” of big plants? layout. There will also be “Nesting KS”, the
“Yes. We are doing very well in Poland, selling flagship of our new “nesting” portfolio, designed
big plants for door production, a market segment to offer high modularity at affordable costs. This
that had been stagnating for few years due to machine can be integrated into a line or run
the crisis of constructions. Now things are changing “stand alone”, with loading/unloading systems
and many companies have decided to upgrade and an end-of-line manual labeling device;
their plants with high-level equipment....”
finally, we will show the new through-feed center
“Project TF 100 2.0”, which can be configured
“Masterwood has always been a “thoughtful” with tool magazine and dowel inserting unit. At
company, very careful, sometimes even too Ligna we will also introduce the new disappearing
granitic. Now we have realized we needed to stops and offer visitors the opportunity to try
change to keep up with this new world, and our new software”.
especially this year, we are very happy with our
financial results, figures will be very interesting. And what about the future?
I repeat, the crisis is over: now we have to see “I am really confident, because new generations
what will happen in each market, what the have already joined the business: my son Matteo
impact of political events will be. For the time is managing director of Tecnos GA srl, a Masbeing, we are strengthening our business wher- terwood company specializing in industrial auever we have an opportunity, so that in the tomation business; and Cinzia Boschetti, the
daughter of my business partner and co-owner
“Project 265”.
of Masterwood Marco Boschetti, she is in
charge for human resources. We look at the
future with optimism and we are really confident
we are good at what we do!”
One of the most popular brands in the
Italian woodworking technology industry.
A popular and esteemed founder, Giancarlo Muti, who sailed the ship through
tough years for everyone, and now can
tell a new story.

AKE “2.0 TECHNOLOGY”: A SUCCESS STORY
The patented Ake “2.0 technology” has proved
to be very effective ever since it was launched on
the market. Originally designed for disk saws like
“Supersilent” with manual feed, it was developed
and then extended from the milling cutter portfolio
to the line of panel saw blades with mechanical
feed. Meanwhile, very positive practical experience
has been collected…and “2.0 technology” has
been a success story for four years now. At Ligna
2013, the “Supersilent” blade was introduced, a
revolutionary tool for disk saws with manual feed.
This new technology obtained several awards for
innovation and design, as it is really a new discovery in a traditional business like disk sawing
Benefits for users are amazing. Two years later,
Ake decided to extend the same concept to
milling tools. 2.0 diamond technology is perfect
for joints, contouring and ledges. Cutters 2.0
means that chips are evacuated behind the
cutting edges. As a result, chips are not re-processed, thus achieving a remarkable improvement
of cutting life. Compared to traditional solutions in
the market, this new technology no longer requires
positive and negative angles on the cutting edges.
The Ake “Z=3” cutter solves this issue by itself.
In 2016, at Holzhandwerk in Nuremberg, Ake
presented the 2.0 panel saw blade for machines
with manual feed. The results achieved by customers with this blade are really positive. In different
factories in Europe, cutting life has been extended
by up to 70 percent! Cutting quality has been
evaluates from “good” to “excellent” and noise
has been cut by 10 db(A), which means 50
percent noise reduction. The same blade can cut
mixed materials including particleboard, Mdf,
multilayer and Hpl with reliability and quality standards normally achieved with specific applications

for each product. Any user looking to increase
the competitiveness of its production, will be conquered by the benefits of this technology. Several
customers and machinery manufacturers, including
Ikea Industry and office furniture manufacturer
“fm”, have deployed “2.0 technology” successfully
in their companies, while others like Biesse
Group are going to use it soon (also on machines
exhibited at Ligna 2017). It’s been successfully
adopted also by Ake’s international partners such
as Sales Tech, Ake’s new representative in Australia,
who added the full range of 2.0 solutions to its
program, achieving immediate success.
Every day at 2 pm, interviews are planned with
major representatives of the wood and furniture
industries. The meeting agenda is the following:
May 22, 2017 Interview with Sam Travers,
Sales tech, Ake agency in Australia.
May 23, 2017 Interview with. Florian Landwehr,
office furniture production manager at “fm“.
May 24, 2017 Interview with Marco Campana,
Manager Selco panel saw line at Biesse Group.
May 25, 2017 Interview with Gabor Maczko –
Product Engineering Manager, Ikea, Sopron.
Hall 12, stand C70.

Howema Italia, Forlimpopoli,
is Ake partner for Italy.
(www.howemaitalia.it)
www.ake.de

www.ﬁniture.it
www.ﬁniture.it
info@ﬁniture.it

Impianti di verniciatura

eneto 13/15, 35020 Saonara (PD)
Via Veneto
Ve
ene
Tel.
e +39 049 8792458
Tel.
Fax +39 049 8797561

by Luca Rossetti

Hall 12, stand E78.

www.masterwood.com
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PASSWORD? SERVICE!
Stefano Calestani.

There is a new chapter in the recent story of
Biesse, the Pesaro-based giant of wood, plastic, glass and composite technology. It’s “service”, a concept to be filled with new and
more sophisticated content…
If you still think of “service” as a good engineer
coming in with his suitcase to fix things, you are
wrong. Besides an engineer, there must be real
“systems” to manage information, knowledge,
skills, customer requirements. It’s called “Service
4.0”, because the first exemplar of a machine is
sold by marketing or sales, but for the second
one, the role of service and after-sales becomes
critical. So, when Biesse called us to discuss
this topic, we were happy to visit them to listen to
their story: this is a portion of business that is
changing radically and quickly, and it is worth
taking a closer look.
“I have always been involved in service, in the
food&beverage industry, working to increase
the efficiency of service, meaning “value” for
the customer, by improving processes, launching
extensive improvement initiatives that spanned
the entire space between supplier and customer.
I have brought such intensive experience with
me to Biesse”. This is the start of our conversation
with Stefano Calestani, Service Innovation Director
of the Pesaro group as of few months. A new role,
they explain at Biesse, strongly supported by the
managing board to change attitude in this area.
“They called me to say that they wanted to innovate their concept of service, and I liked
the idea: we found out we shared the same
vision, the desire to go beyond habits and to
turn the process of selling machinery and technology into a fully-fledged experience. I imagined
a strong company, like a car with a powerful

front-wheel drive that decides to turn to 4-wheel
drive, leveraging not only its products but also
all the services that can, or better must, be associated to products. A machine, a working
center offers value to the purchaser, but at the
same time the customer needs additional services to optimize performance while reducing
downtime and costs of operation. We want to
deliver new value, do something tangible for
our customers, identifying the specific needs
of each partner and responding with a targeted
approach”.
The concept is clear: but what are you going to
change actually?
“Simply stated, the customer will purchase connected machines, easy to control, with enhanced
remote diagnostics. I will have access to mobile
solutions designed to support productivity and
also qualified resources offering consulting services, so that the machines are always at the top
of performance, fully leveraging their potential.
Customers will always know that, at the other
end of the phone, they can find people to
answer their questions more quickly, because
they are better informed and connected. Customer relationships will turn into real partnerships
when technology is integrated into the machines
to share and anticipate the needs of our customers. It’s as if we worked together, as colleagues with different skills but the same goal:
the success of the company where our machines
are operating. We want and we must be recognized as experts for a product and the related
process: it’s about process technology and all
the specific issues we might have to face together. We must feed our relationship with contents, expand our experience and understand
all the details that are essential for our customer”.
It sounds quite complicated…
“It is, actually, but don’t forget we can tap into a
huge quantity of information about machines
and their operation; if properly analyzed, such
data can help us anticipate issues and provide
added value. This will be achieved through a
direct communication channel between machinery and Biesse, a project called “IOT Biesse”
that we will introduce at Ligna 2017, explaining
what we mean with “sharing”. We will offer the
opportunity to connect all our machines, so
that Biesse can be considered a partner that
offers not only high-performance technology,
but a real relationship: we are developing a
“catalog of services 4.0”, a 3year project that will bring allround benefits to our customers…
It’s like adding intelligence to a
“mechanical machine” to make
it even more performing, supporting the acquisition of expertise and reducing downtime”.
What’s the starting point?
“It’s improving the quality of
customer visits by collecting
their needs and delivering targeted, fast, high-tech solutions.
A major effort to update and
share new goals and new methods with our “front line” staff, supported by huge IT investments to
streamline daily tasks and simplify
diagnostics and reporting. These
visits and contacts will enable us
to complete our service portfolio,
so as to respond to the needs of
handicraft businesses as well as
operators of high-automation lines.
We want to send a message also
to those who have always been
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

skeptical about modern technology, reassuring
them that we stand behind their know-how with
our equipment skills and expertise, ready to
act in any moment. This is the change we will
have to deploy, make it clear that, inside a machine or a working center, there are not just circuits or power spindles or sophisticated software,
but our company itself. The Biesse value is also
represented by the determination to offer complete service to customers, to stand close to
them in any way they find appropriate. One of
our goals is to get as close as possible to zero
downtime, to help our customers produce more

and better, so we must be faster, or more precisely, able to anticipate problems, knowing
the lifecycle of each component and how it
works day after day in a specific workshop or
furniture factory”.
What’s the most difficult thing to solve?
“As I said, we will work hard on the concept of
service as a value that pervades all enterprise
processes, integrating change in daily business
and knowing that every customer accepts transformation provided they see real, tangible benefits: we focus on connectivity to speed up interactions, but also on products to streamline
their use and on expertise to leverage technical
and sales skills, which represent a unique asset.
The industrial world talks much about customer
care and services, we call it Total Care 4.0, integrating customer experience into our daily
business. At Biesse, we are strongly committed
to “building a world” around our customer, who
should focus on the performance of machines
as well as on the value it generates from the
moment they buy it and many years to come!
Of course, we will start in mature markets,
launching a new seasons that might takes much
further than we can imagine now.
We will prove that innovation is not just for
products, it can be pursued in different ways,
and Biesse wants to be able to drive total innovation”.

BIESSE AT LIGNA, HALL 11
"LIVE THE EXPERIENCE"
“Thinkforward’ is all about Biesse's ability to
innovate, to provide integrated solutions that
are complex but easy to use, allowing us to
produce more, better, at a lower cost. It encourages us to keep looking ahead, to get a
better feel for how we need to act today" stated
Raphaël Prati, marketing and communication
director for Biesse Group. “Thinkforward’ was
also the concept for our stand at Ligna, 5,000
square metres of innovation and technology
where visitors will experience how the digital
factory can change the way we perceive and
produce things”.
Over 40 fully functional solutions will be on display
targeting all manufacturers, from large companies
with significant production, to companies that
need to produce thousands of unique products,
each designed for the personalised needs of a
given customer, to small companies, who often
focus on artisanship. Thanks to Biesse's “4.0
ready” solutions these companies can become
full fledged “smart factories”. Important innovations
designed for the emerging wood construction
sector will also be presented, part of our rich
range of technological solutions and turn key
projects for the production of doors, windows,
beams and wall panels: on display in a dedicated
stand at pavilion 13. Visitors will be able to come
withi n reach of the technological solutions developed for Advanced Materials, a sector that is expanding significantly. Biesse employs its unparalleled experience with machining centres to
provide the full precision and reliability needed
by all who work with plastics and composite materials. The new Biesse Services will also be presented, as well as the full Customer Care Experience, which further strengthens customer engagement. As part of the “Thinkforward” philosophy,
a Biesse classic, “bLab”, will also be featured.
bLab is a laboratory where the best software in
the sector can be tested and machines and manufactured items can be rendered digitally, allowing
us to run tests even before production begins
physically. Biesse's stand at Ligna 2017 will definitely be a must-see for those who want to get
wind of the innovation Biesse brings to every
sector, our solid experience and the ability to determine how technology will shape the future of
manufacturing.
Hall 11, stand A13-B46.

by Luca Rossetti

BIESSE AT LIGNA, HALL 11
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GIARDINA GROUP IS BORN
Giampiero Mauri has completed
the transition started with the acquisition of Giardina Finishing, together with his business partners,
seven years ago. Now the deal has
been finalized with the acquisition
of the entire stock by the Brianzabased entrepreneur.

widest and most exhaustive range
of finishing machines and plants
available in the market: from “standard”
stand alone machines to sophisticated
flexible lines, from windows to furniture,
from big plants to paint beams to
special machines for 15-mm-thick and
up to 3,250-mm-large crystal plates.
Giampiero Mauri.
Wood and glass are the two core
“It’s the end of a natural process:
businesses the group has committed
when I decided, as Mauri Macchine, to buy Of- to. Besides the historical focus on wood, Giardina
ficine Aeromeccaniche Giardina, a brand that Group has developed specific expertise for glass,
was too important to be abandoned, in my from cleaning to etching up to coating: all sorts of
mind I knew that one day we could establish a preliminary or finishing treatments for a catalog
real group with a strong leadership. Today, what that has drawn the attention of a few global
was just a dream a few months ago, has become industry leaders.
a reality!”.
There are many ambitious projects, first of all the
unification of production into the Figino Serenza
As of a few weeks ago, Giampiero Mauri, former site, Giardina’s historical factory, while the Mauri
owner of Mauri Macchine and Ventilazione Ital- Macchine premises in Cermenate will be dedicated
iana, is the new owner of Giardina Finishing. to warehouses and logistics. By the end of the
The new organization Giardina Group also includes year, the new headquarters will be completely
MM Store, the e-commerce portal recently laun- renovated to meet the needs of a modern company,
ched for the online sale of spare parts and equip- including the reorganization of production areas
ment for coating machines and lines.
and offices, the creation of a showroom/laboratory,
The mission is clear: create a strong business training areas and a dedicated design and innoon the Italian and international markets, with vation department, as well as all the necessary
a business approach based on a governance spaces for a company that is determined to grow.
with clear goals, “…with clear ideas and a well- The first few weeks following the acquisition were
defined project you can still do great things in a dedicated to an accurate analysis of production
mature business like finishing and coating, cre- programs, in order to present a complete portfolio
ating an organization that reaffirms its determi- with no overlapping at Ligna, a clear offer: “We
nation to join the small community of world- want to be immediately ready to serve any cusclass leaders, with a turnover that will exceed tomer, whatever their needs in terms of applied
16 million euro this year and the target of 20 technology or production volumes”, Mauri added.
million in 2018”, Mauri commented.
“The knowledge available to Giardina Group
empower us to do that”.
At Ligna, the new group will be showing up in a The limit will be the world, strengthening the
400-square-meter stand: new name, new share- relationships with many customers Giardina has
holders, new logo to be progressively extended in the most advanced and mature markets – from
to the entire portfolio, new image… clean, solid, America to Europe, from the Middle East to
simple and strong.
Canada – because Giardina Group wants to work
“Our equipment is built to last and to increase with partners looking for solutions rather than
the value of the items it produces: this is our “discount wars”. This decision has been rewarded
business. The selection of plain black-and- by four big orders in recent weeks, an early feedwhite colors with the additional stroke of the back of positive market reaction to Mauri’s decision
Italian flag colors represents our strength, the to create a strong and close group.
clarity of our goals, the solidity of our group in
all areas: technology, design, manufacturing, MM STORE
finance, understanding and responding to the These big plans are combined with the desire to
requirements of customers all over the world”, test new directions and opportunities, starting
Mauri said, adding: “I am sure that our stand in from a unique e-shop for supplies and spares:
Hannover will show the direction we are going MM Store was launched a few months ago, a
to take…”.
real online store where you can buy products
By merging the three brands, Giardina Group around the clock, easily and directly, with 48can immediately tap into a huge customer base hour lead time from order to delivery.
and offer a comprehensive catalog, probably the “It’s too early to draw a balance – said Stefano
Mauri, creator and manager of
MM Store – but we are seeing
much curiosity and interest
among our traditional customers who have used this
new channel”.

ROBATECH
GLUING EDGES AND PANELS TO PERFECTION

Robatech will be exhibiting at Ligna 2017 displaying safe and efficient gluing technology for
multiple operations in the woodworking industry.
A highlight will be the “tankless” melting unit
“RobaPur 2 Mod”, specifically designed to process different types of adhesives in different formats: granules, blocks and pillows. This hightech device achieves high efficiency standards
in gluing operations in different industries, especially
in woodworking. With a melting rate up to 10
kg/h, the system is suitable for simple applications
as well as dynamic processes. In the woodworking
industry, the device is used for edgebanding or
to fill the tank in roller coating machines. The
changeover to a different type of adhesive is a
smooth process, with few residues left in the
buffer, which simplifies cleaning operations. To
meet specific customer requirements, the system
is available in three versions with different types
of pumps. Robatech is also displaying the portfolio
of high-performance optimized coating heads for
thermoplastic and Pur adhesives. “Fkv 1100”

heads with adjustable coating
width achieve high
application accuracy and are particularly suitable for
the lamination and
coating of profiles
in the woodworking
industry. “Fkw 60” is the most effective head
from Robatech to coat edges with coating width
from 5 to 60 mm and coating thickness from 0.3
to 0.5 mm. With “RobaPress 2 kg”, Robatech offers a device for hotmelt Pur adhesive filling. The
Pur adhesive is stored in airtight conditions, protected from any alteration, and melted on-demand.
As there are no residues, consumption is optimized.
For melting inserts with high adhesive flow, the
“RobaDrum 200” drum unloader is recommended.
The melter is designed for processing and delivering thermoplastic adhesives, Pur hot melt
adhesives, or sealants in different
production processes.
Hall 17, stand B29.
www.robatech.de

STARK
“JOINTEX”, REVOLUTION IN FINGER JOINTING!

Stark spa, with over 50 years of experience in
the production of woodworking tools, can offer
a complete range of tools for "finger joint" - "minizinken". The cutting edge of this range is the
new "Jointex", a modular patented system with
sinter metal knives. The high performances modular system "Jointex" with patented knife clamping has been studied for longitudinal glue
jointing and it is specifically suitable for the production of doors and windows, laminar profiling
and extremely precise jointings. “Jointex” has
been projected with anti-rotation security system
in full compliance with existing european rules.
The knives in sinter metal with a new Pvd coating
specifically developed for finger jointing, the
special recesses in tooling geometry for efficient
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chip removal which
is excellent during
the high feed-rates
machining, the knife backside-clamping which
protects screws from wood dust with relative
advantages during knives replacement and
especially the perfect knives positioning granted
by the special patented knife geometry make
"Jointex" the tool that will change the world of
finger jointing. Supplied with up to 12 teeth executions, it grants extremely high performances
with feed rates over 6 cycles/min.
Hall 12, stand A10.

www.starktools.com
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FOR US THE SHAPE IS ALL

SEE YOU AT LIGNA
You will find all of this at Ligna,
next May 22 to 26: an occasion
to toast to the success of the
new industrial group, to tell a
new story to old and new customers, and obviously to show
the quality of Giardina Group
solutions through a finishing
line for Uv water based products that will be running for the
entire exhibition, in partnership
with a different paint vendor
each day (Ica, Adler, Renner,
Sherwin-Williams, Hesse).
Hall 16, stand A12.
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www.giardinagroup.com
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THE “NEW SEASON” OF COMEC GROUP
A turnover in year 2016 that exceeded
simply "reading the instructions" con11 million Euros, with a 10 percent intained in the bar code input on the
crease compared to previous year and
piece itself, is a perfect solution for all
another 10 percent which is also exthe manufacturers who want to solve
pected in 2017; about fifteen new emtheir productivity problems even for
ployments; an ambitious project to exsmall volumes. The stand will host two
pand the production site now almost
machines from the “Frontal” family:
completed and – above all – a real and Lucio Bergamasco. the “Frontal WD” - that can accomplish
proper corporate reorganization that led
the next-generation mechanical junction
to the consolidation of Comec Group, of which systems, which are going to become an always
are part Camam and the divisions CNC Wood more widespread and common standard in
and Technology. This, very briefly, is the visit furniture production - and a “Frontal CN” - a
card with which Comec Group will present itself model dedicated to the making of frontal elements
to the next exhibition Ligna in Hannover; a company for drawers. There will be also two machines from
born in the so-called “Chair Triangle” with the vo- “MD” family: a “MD Jamb 11X” - whose specialty
cation to supply technical knowledge to the hun- are the assembled jambs for doors - and a “MD
dreds of companies in the district that are com- Top XL” - work center to manufacture elements
mitted to working in this field but who very soon for beds, cribs and for garden furniture.
understood the need to develop its skills in other In Ligna there will be space also for the drilling of
directions as well. A rewarding choice that enabled elements for furniture accessories, a problem that
this entity from Friuli to be recognized as the can be easily solved by the multi-spindle drilling
ultimate specialist in the development and con- machine model “Fmov CA”. Beside these, of
struction of special machines and lines. An actual course, there will be also the most classical
revolution, started some years ago: a season of technologies for chair manufacturing signed
profound rearrangement and upgrading for a by Camam, all of them characterized by a high
reality that reinforced its results worldwide, proving degree of flexibility and automation: a double
to be in the front row every time you talk about milling machine for the chamfering on the head
"special" machines for the solid wood, in every of flat elements with a vertical drilling station
kind of work and product. “We rationalized our (“Fis 4C 3U”), an automatic cutting system with
being an enterprise – observes Mr. Lucio Berga- numerical control (“Tac Cn”), specific solutions
masco, founder of the group – unifying the sales for the sanding of round and flat elements (“Lec
network but maintaining the production program 200” and “Lol 75”) and for the complete assemof each company, working to avoid any over- bling of the chair (“SI/F/4C”), basic stages in
lapping of products and to exalt the peculiarities: chairs production. There will be also an opportunity
Camam dedicates to the most traditional ma- to talk about complete production lines, a techines for the chair, with high-automated and chnology on which the group is focusing most of
advanced solutions; Comec is increasingly ori- its resources and that is chosen by an always inented towards the development and manufacture creasing number of customers. “In these last
of special machines through its two divisions: years we are noticing a growing demand for
Technology – planning, designing and production complex solutions, which can grant fast, flexible
of process solutions, machines that can be processes and outcomes with a finishing of the
composed to create complete lines – and Cnc finest quality”, comments Lucio Bergamasco.
Wood, work centres with Numerical Control for “That is why we decided to enhance our engithe most different production fields”. Create sy- neering skills, to conceive and create lines
nergies, increase its own critical mass, optimize where machines in sequence communicate with
resources, share business strategies, organize each other to achieve the result that the customer
every activity in a rational way to be able and is looking for, that is, a cycle that leads to the
meet the most complex requests from all over the finished product. Our group concept, the specific
world, wherever it is required to manufacture so- skills developed by each one of us and by the
mething in wood. It is a challenging vocation, but companies that are now under the same roof,
has certainly paid off the brave choices of the allow us to have much to say in this field too:
property to turn over the leaf and give itself a important jobs for prestigious clients with figures
structure capable to deal in the best possible that are often unimaginable both in terms of
way with a market that, after years of crisis, has production capacity and in the development of
now certainly found a new, different identity. And their turnover. All over the world, we are renowned
it’s increasingly searching for genuine specialists: for the quality of our machines, their robustness,
“Our success begins where others understand the intelligence of the solutions we design, our
that it's not a challenge they can take up ...”, re- ability to combine a very high-level mechanical
marks Bergamasco.
tradition with good electronics and intelligent
Ligna 2017 will see the opening of this renewed software. We want to highlight our talents, our
entity: for the first time the Comec Group will be vocation also for the big lines, with which we
present in one stand only, under a single “flag”, in are presently obtaining results beyond our forea space where some of the most interesting te- casts”. Besides Comec and Camam, the group
chnologies of the Friulan group will be exhibited. can count on a third pillar. This is Dlm, a company
In the foreground there will be a line for the pro- that deals with the mechanical machining at the
duction of door and window elements which base of any equipment or solution signed by Cois obtaining excellent results in different markets mec Group. A chapter of strategic importance in
due to its great flexibility, a machine to produce the mission undertaken by the group, because
elements for the construction of door frames that when you build special machines you have to be
can be adapted to the thickness of the walls able to handle every even smaller production
where they will be installed, such as "retracting" passage, from design to installation,
frames, one of the dominant trends in interior ar- to the final testing.
chitecture at present. A "Batch One" machine, Hall 27, stand H50.
www.comecgroup.it
that can handle each aggregate in real time, by
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FRANCESCON,

From left: Silvia, Cristian, Renato
and Fabio Francescon.

“COMPLETE CYCLE”!
At San Michele di Piave, a handful of kilometers
north of Treviso, there is Francescon Imballaggi.
It’s hard not to find it: its dimensions, the stacks of
logs and pallets ready to be delivered are clear
signs. A log yard with a surface of more than 30
thousand square meters, where at least 3 thousand
square meter logs are always available, even
more in autumn and winter, “…for any necessity”,
says Cristian Francescon, a second-generation
member of the family company, guiding us to discover this business. “Including the outdoor
shelter, we have some 7,500 square meters of
covered area”, he continues. “After all, if you
want to produce packaging starting from the
sawmill, space is essential: each day, 7-8 trucks
arrive and unload the timber that is conveyed
to the debarking plant which measures the volume of incoming goods. We cut off the log
“heads” to make sure that the log saw receives
“clean” material, as that’s the only way to get
the best results and avoid damaging the blades”.
The new sawmill plant, supplied by Artiglio from
Limidi di Soliera (Modena), is the reason for our
visit to Francescon.
The company, which celebrated its fiftieth anniversary last year, was founded by Renato
Francescon in 1966. Their first packagings were
really peculiar, wooden bottoms for wickerwork
demijohns. No better way to take a toast to the
new business… Demijohn production involved
the entire family and Renato started to make bottoms not only for their own containers, but for the
entire town. Unfortunately, plastics also disrupted
the wine industry and Renato Francescon took a
different road, switching to wooden structures to
protect refrigerators during transport. But even
here things changed with the introduction of
foamed polystyrene, so Francescon finally arrived
at their current business: pallets, industrial
packaging. It’s a vital business, currently driven
by Renato Francescon’s three children: Cristian,
in charge for the sawmill and log purchasing;
Fabio, semifinished material purchase manager
and production manager; and Silvia, responsible
for accounting and administration.
“We have decided to invest to keep control of
the entire production cycle, from log provisioning
to finished packaging delivery using our own
vehicles”, Cristian Francescon says. “Our technology is up-to-date, so that we can be very
versatile and change product type several times
in a day. We specialize in non-standard measure-made pallets. Just think that our “catalog”
includes 540 variants differing by shape, construction, dimensions and load capacity. We
manufacture them to customer specifications,
and each customer may need fifteen or twenty
different types of pallets to deliver their production. Our task is to design them, certify their
load capacity according to the limits fixed in
Uni standards, deliver them within the deadline
requested by the customer, which is often short”.
“Doubling all our business indicators since 2011
has not been easy. There was a key issue to be
solved, namely the production capacity of our
sawmill, which was not suitable to support
further growth. We decided very quickly to
invest in this department, getting rid of an obsolete plant, unsuitable for the production volumes we were ready to deliver... Finally, in a
momentary lapse of madness and against the
opinion of many, we decided that was exactly
the challenge we had to take up. It was a risk in
those years, when the market and the economy
in general were not in the best conditions, but
we took the risk and things went as we expected.
Consider that, on average, we assembly 130
cubic meters of finished pallets every day, more
or less seven fully loaded trucks. It’s 5,550
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pallets a day, with peaks up to 7 thousand,
often having different dimensions…”
THE NEW SAWMILL
“The Artiglio plant is the latest investment in
our sawmill. It’s a significant line, an investment
exceeding one million euro, dating back to
early 2016. In the five previous years, we had

tested other solutions and suppliers, identifying
the “carriage saw” as the ideal solution for us.
We collected information and in-depth knowledge, we evaluated different opportunities and
visited several sawmills. Then we came across
one of the most advanced concepts, a “dual
column” model with two blades, and we selected
Artiglio, which in our opinion offered the best
price/performance tradeoff. A line including a
tandem log saw model “Stc160 Td”, a log carriage model “Condor 1000” - Modular and a
Canter/Slabber model “Sl700”. With Artiglio,
we have got on well from the very beginning,
although this kind of projects are really “complicated” and require long tuning periods. But I
have to say that, as soon as installed, the machine operated at 99 percent of its potential,
enabling us to give a boost to our production
schedule. The benefits we noticed immediately
were mainly related to log optimization, allowing
to minimize waste. The difference with the previous carriage saw was immediately clear, also
because we switched from laser systems to a
log scanner called “Optilaser” that really helps
the operator, providing much more information
for his job…It is possible to connect the plant
to the enterprise server and provides also statistics: yield in cubic meters per hour, day or
month, number of logs cut per working shift, dimensions of each log, actual working hours per
shift, remote service and video service.”
“We have located the “control desk” very accurately, that’s the booth where the operator
controls the entire line. The department is very
noisy and requires constant attention, so we
designed a layout where the operator stands in
the best position in terms of safety and working
conditions…We also appreciated the solution
that turns the outer part of the log into chips in
few seconds, so that we can achieve the same
number of boards in four passes instead of six,
as we were forced to do with the previous single-column plant. Now we can cut logs up to
1.3 meter diameter without any issue, managing
all processing stages very easily…”.
What are the next investments?
“As I said before, each day we receive seven
trucks of logs, but each day we also have one
and a half truck full of wastes, of chips. Our
dream is using this material in our sawmill, producing electric energy and heat to power our
dryers and to dry sawdust and turn it into pellets… in other words, we want to close the loop
also downstream our core operations...”
by Luca Rossetti

Hall 25, stand H23.

www.artiglio.it
www.francesconimballaggi.com
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HOMAG GROUP AT LIGNA

SISTEMI

This year, you can see Homag exhibits in a new
hall. In Hall 14, the global market leader is presenting 50 machines from trade to industry live in
action. With intelligent solutions from the compact
entry-level workshop for craftsmen to the networked
workshop in the industrial entry-level range, businesses involved in furniture and construction element manufacturing will be in their element. In
the industry segment, the Homag Group is exhibiting a batch size 1 plant with plenty of extras —
both in terms of machine and plant technology,
and in networking. The high-tech furniture production plant incorporates numerous components
that the user currently requires along the process
chain (and will continue to do so in the future) to
produce customized, top-quality furniture to meet
the most stringent standards.

Sistemi srl is specialized in the production of tools for
wood, aluminium
and plastic working,
distributing its high quality tools with its own
brand “Klein®” and, as sole distributor, the
measuring instruments of M.Conti in more than
70 countries. Some of new products which will
be shown at Ligna 2017: “Hotblock®”, the
new shrink fit chucks provide higher clamping
precision having less coupling parts. Using a
shrink fit machine the tool shank can be
inserted granting an eccentricity under 3 microns
(0,003 mm.). Having a better accuracy and
stability, the operator can work at faster feed
rate. “KleinDIA®”: their extraordinary surface
diamond coating is a Dlc (Diamond-like carbon)
anti-friction cover (layer less than 1 micron) developed for large-scale industrial production,
to solve problems with tool abrasion, chip evacuation and chemical attack. Preset “Performance”: the ultimate generation of presetting
devices is designed and developed in the field
of tooling manufacture in cooperation with the
company M.Conti. It is also essential in sharpening centers and production units of furniture
or windows, for checking the condition of the
tools and their settings before being mounted in the
machine.
Hall 12, stand E86.

Your solution over 5,000 square meters.
Homag provide support for woodworking companies of every scale on their way into the future.
They will be demonstrating just how this is done
at the Ligna: with machines and technologies
which grow with your business – and which will
allow you to address individual customer needs,
deal with challenging products and process a
wide range of materials. Will be exhibited custom-tailored machines across all performance
categories which are ready for Industry 4.0. Using
smart technologies and processes capable of
communicating with each other. And with seamless
software from the Online Shop through complete
processing lines to packaging. If you produce
furniture, structural elements or flooring, then you
will find the right solution for your needs in Hall
14. Joineries will find the timber construction
solutions they are looking for in Hall 13.
World innovations at Ligna 2017: Industry 4.0:
Digital solutions for practice; new Homag Software
Platform; new batch size concept: Fully networked
and faster; clever solutions for woodworking
shops; new zero-joint technology; innovativions
for Cnc processing; Robot&Automation reloaded;
new perspectives: human-machine interaction;
new product portfolio: complete surface processing; future technology at the InnovationCenter.
Homag panel dividing experts from Holzbronn
are demonstrating numerous innovations that all
have one thing in common: they guide the saw
operator through the cutting process with a greater
degree of safety than ever before.At Ligna, the
Homag innovations in cutting represent nothing
less than a change in perspective. This is because
all the innovations focus more strongly than ever
on the machine operator. The aim is to make it
easier for the operator to switch back and forth
between processing stations during production
as well as to allow them to spend less time on the
machines. Humans and machines should no
longer get in each other's way, therefore errors
will be reduced. Easy, efficient, intelligent – this
was the brief for the “CadMatic 5”. The latest
version of the control unit software from Holzbronn
meets this brief in every respect, beginning with
the diversity of its versions. With effect from the
start of Ligna, the software will no longer be available in the “Basic”, “Practive” and “Professional”
versions; instead, there will be only one “CadMatic
5” for all saws from the 3 series upwards.
The Homag panel dividing experts will also present

At the push of a button, “Cobus Ncad” generates
machine-readable production data from these
plans and transfers it to the “Cut Rite” optimization
software.
The result: ideal, streamlined, and highly efficient
processes that can be used in the planning phase
to implement even the most spontaneous of the
customer's wishes in a flash. In Hall 14 there will
also be a “Hpp 130” in combination with the new
“module45”. This innovation proves that a whole
is more than just the sum of its parts. With “module45”, users can complete bevel cuts and other
cuts on the same single saw without changing
stations, with a high level of efficiency and flexibility
as well as precise bevel cuts in infinitely variable
angles from 0 to 46 degrees.
Hall 13, stand C18-D18.
Hall 14, stand G02-J50.
a revolutionary modular solution called "intelliGuide." Some people will already be familiar
with the basic version of this innovation from the
in-house trade fair in autumn 2016, where it was
presented under the name "Operator assistance
system Led". As of right now, the solution is
called “intelliGuide basic” and no longer shows
the next processing step on the screen alone,
but also directly at the cutting line with the help of
an Led strip.

www.homag.com
www.holzma.de

For Ligna, there will be two further stages of expansion that will make the system even more intelligent and powerful: intelliGuide advanced and
“intelliGuide professional”. In both expansion versions, the saw is also fitted with a camera system.
The recordings from this camera system are evaluated in real time by image processing software.
The “Hps 320 flexTec” will also be a subject of
attention once again. This award-winning cutting
cell is revolutionizing batch size 1 production and
captivated countless visitors at Ligna 2015. In
2017, the “Hps 320 flexTec” will be on show once
more and will open up new opportunities for potential users from trade and industry. The robot
cell is now available as both a stand-alone solution
and with a high level of interlinking, enabling fully
automated operation along the line. This is guaranteed by the newly developed algorithm for the
destacking software. Using this software, the
robot buffers selected parts independently and
creates stacks that are absolutely stable as well
as optimized for subsequent stations. With the
“Hpp 300 multiTec”, the machine manufacturers
from Holzbronn have, for the first time, developed
a saw that can also drill and rout in a single pass.
The intelligent and highly efficient software connection to “Cobus NCad” via an interface will
allow timber manufacturers and builders of partition
walls to work faster with more flexibility than ever
before.
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www.sistemi.com
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CEFLA: NEW SOLUTIONS
FOR “INDUSTRY 4.0”
At Ligna Cefla Finishing is displaying a lineup
of key technologies, including their latest news
for coating, drying and 3D digital printing.
For coating, Cefla Finishing offers the most exhaustive range of sprayers and robots currently available on the global market. Ligna will host “iGiotto
App X2”, the flagship of Cefla’s robot team, which
last year won the innovation award at Xylexpo.
The pair of articulated robots, guided by a system
that detects and sorts the parts fed into the
process, offers utmost flexibility, as they can work
independently following optimized paths without
standing in each other’s way, in perfect synch, for
the benefit of productivity. Interesting solutions
will be presented by Cefla in Hannover for the
control and configuration of coating processes
and lines. They include “cCloner”, a new modeler
that can interface with Plc systems to configure
processes and lines in 3D and simulate their
operation in real time to make sure that they meet
production requirements and prevent inefficiencies;
and cTracker, an advanced supervisory system
(Scada, Site control and data acquisition), fully
compliant with Industry 4.0 standards, that guarantees maximum flexibility as it can interface to
any Plc for color changeover. “cTracker” also
performs the virtual tracking of workpieces, to
monitor the exact position of the product remotely
along the entire process and to change processing
parameters inline during the cycle. This system
will also be featured in the simplified version of
“cViewer”, designed for processing that don’t
require the virtual tracking of parts or fast setup
changes.
For edge painting, the market requires to reduce,
or eliminate, the manual sanding of vertical edges
before applying the finishing coat. Cefla Finishing
responds with “Smartedge”, a complete machine
to paint and sand straight and shaped edges.
The new vacuum body for paint application, installed on a floating carriage with pneumatic
edge copying system, ensures an excellent application of paint and significant material saving
compared to the previous models, combined with
ease of use, compact footprint and color change
in just 15 minutes. Another major innovation,
patent pending, is “Whizz Head”, a vacuum application head with quick profile change. It’s a
real revolution, allowing to change edge shape in
10 seconds and edge thickness in 15 seconds,
without turning off the machine. Anticipating and
following the market trend towards glossy and
semi-glossy surfaces, with increasing demand
for matte finishing and large surfaces, at Ligna
Cefla Finishing will launch “Smartclean 4.0”,
previewed at Cefla Live last October and tested
on the field afterwards. This roller cleaning system
for panels to be coated offers significant benefits
compared to conventional brush systems: better
cleaning performance, no pressure rollers that
might leave marks on the outgoing panel, elimination of electrostatic discharge on panels and
processing of panels of any size. The polyurethane
gel roller effectively adheres also to non-calibrated
panels, exerting the right level of pressure for
long life and lower operating costs.
For windows, three new solutions will be presented
at Ligna. The first one is cVision, a 3D vision
system for parts up to 3 meters in vertical, that
can accurately identify hard-to-detect features,
such as bosses and grooves, providing the articulated robot “iGiotto” with all the information required for smooth and consistent application.
Another innovation is “iLoad”, an automatic loading/unloading system for windows, from the
overhead conveyor to the carriages and vice
versa, without stopping the line and in unattended
operation. The lineup of new solutions is completed
by “iFlow”, an application system for watersoluble products offering multiple benefits, from
minimized paint consumption to significant re-

“Omnidry”.

duction of foaming effects. “iFlow” requires no
tank and features an automatic product replenishing
system, a stainless steel tank with Teflon lining
and sidewalls that can be opened for inspection.
Moving on to digital printing, Cefla Finishing is
presenting specific solutions for innovative decors
and top quality, also for large sizes, responding
to the market trend towards so-called haptic
effects, that until now were created by means of
mechanical pressure. Solutions to respond to this
challenge include single-pass presses, especially
“J-Print SP1300-TD”, which combines several
technologies resulting from the synergy of Cefla
and JetSet know-how. “J-Print SP1300-TD” can
print haptic effects using an innovative process
that offers unprecedented levels of cost-effective
and simple operation. The Cefla stand will also
display a single-pass “J-Print SP520” 4-color
UV model to print decors onto different types of
substrates and a demo of “synchronized” printing
with haptic effect using “J-Print SP1300-3D”.
Ligna will also see the debut of the new generation
of Cefla Finishing ovens. Called “Omnidry”, they
can be equipped with the special feature “Flexpro”,
a Cefla patent for the automated management of
loading thickness according to workpiece dimensions and logistic requirements. The family of
vertical ovens has been significantly enhanced
by Cefla, especially for maintenance (which can
be scheduled and preventive), diagnostics, thermal
efficiency, cleaning and flexibility, as a result of
innovative design and technology that allow to
configure this modular range according to the
layout and specific requirements of each customer.
A noteworthy change is the position of motors,
which have been moved from the top of the plant
to the lower section under the oven worktable,
making maintenance is easier and safer, as the
operators is no longer working at height. This
major development also improves efficiency in
terms of operating temperature and cleanliness,
eliminating the risk of lubrication-related contamination between the motor area and the processing
area.
Compared to the previous generation of ovens,
there are also new lifting chains to increase capacity. Each door is ventilated independently and
air is funneled exclusively on the trays, not on the
chain, thus avoiding possible dust swirls.
A new exclusive gate, that opens on the front
side, allows to control ventilation inside the oven.
Finally, the Cefla stand will feature Düspohl technology for the lamination and finishing of wood
and plastic profiles. An example is “Robowrap”,
particularly appreciated by Pvc window manufacturers for its flexibility and guaranteed productivity: one machine can handle different types of
profiles, profile changeover time is just 5 minutes
and the machine can be equipped with Primestar,
the only water-based gluing system for primers
using vacuum. “Robowrap” is the only fully automated machine in its class, meeting Industry 4.0
requirements.
Hall 17, stand F45-F47.

www.ceflafinishing.com
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TWT

SAYERLACK

“4LIFE”, BIRTH OF A NEW TOOL CONCEPT

“NOT-ISO PU”, NEW COATING CYCLE

The very high level of technological innovation
makes Twt a benchmark as regards window and
door manufacturing systems. At Ligna the focus
will be on the “4Life” system, an evolutionary
product in the field of tool construction, thanks to
which roughing and finishing phases are conducted
simultaneously. The name ‘4Life’ refers to the 4
key benefits offered by the system. 1) The
shorter stacking between the roughing insert
and the finishing insert provides greater effectiveness, i.e.: the even distribution of the cutting
action significantly reduces stress on the drive
shaft; the special angle between the cutters prevents tool micro-vibrations that inevitably transfer
to the wood being processed; less chipping
during tenon and counter profile making; excellent
finish levels when ripcutting. 2) Tolerances are
annulled, thanks to the special quills and to the
“Hsk Hydro” chuck. 3) The double cutting edge
inserts reduce contact with the cutter during
the delicate chip evacuation phase. 4) Less
maintenance required: the roughing inserts are
replaced only once every 4 maintenance operations. Unquestionable financial benefits are also
guaranteed by the “NaDia Diamond Coating”,
the innovative coating applied to the knives. The
substance called “Liquid-Diamond” forms a highly
resistant layer, about 1 micron thick, that makes
the knives very hard, more capable of resisting
abrasion and wear, and provides them with a
lower coefficient of friction, an anti-gripping effect
and more fluidity when in contact with wood.
Hall 27, stand K32.

Polyurethane coatings have always been the
most popular choice for surface finishing: high
application flexibility, combined with excellent
chemical-physical resistance and visual impact
of the painted item, result into valuable products.
The R&D laboratory of Sherwin-Williams Italy,
has decided to explore “NISO”, i.e. isocyanatefree polyurethane coatings. Such decision is
driven by the ambition of developing an alternative
technology that delivers the same performance
of conventional polyurethane products while replacing isocyanate by components with a lower
impact: in Sayerlack’s “NISO” products, the label
bear fewer hazard symbols.The “Not-ISO PU”
coating cycle is comprised of a clear basecoat
and topcoat. The “TB0200/0” basecoat offers
excellent coating and flow, high verticality and
extraordinary resistance to temperature variations.
The “TN01XX/00” topcoat features excellent consistent opaqueness, leveling and tactile softness.
The “TJ0300/00” catalyst can be used for both
products. Tests of the new coating cycle have revealed exceptional chemical resistance, sometimes
even exceeding the excellent standards of traditional polyurethane cycles. The visual quality is
equivalent to a typical high-quality polyurethane
cycle. The cycle is available in different matte
levels. The identification of raw materials and formulations that result into products with lower and
lower toxicity levels proves that also a chemical
industrial company can take alternative routes to
safeguard human health. Sherwin-Williams Italy
has always believed in these values, constantly
working to reduce the content of noxious substances and, as a result, to eliminate hazard symbols from many labels. The first water-borne products in the Eighties has a Sayerlack brand. They
pursue such values by complying with Responsible
Care, the global chemical industry's voluntary initiative to improve health, environmental performance and safety/security. Sherwin-Williams Italy
has also achieved the UNI EN ISO 9001:2008
and Pianoro production site also the UNI EN ISO
14001:2004 certification for Environmental Management System.
Hall 17, stand G19.

www.twt.tools
www.sayerlack.com

IMS
CONTINUING IN HIS PROFESSIONAL GROWTH

Even this year Ims srl Industrial
Machining Solutions confirms their
solid position as one of the major
companies in the tool holder manufacturing:
thanks to the continuative presence in the market
and to the extraordinary customer service.
This success is based on the positive vision of
Ims management who decided to believe in
the develepment of its own country and to
invest in the technical and professional growth
of the company.
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The Ims manufacturing capability doubled
in the last year, as well as, the technological
level. They strive to always guarantee
the best quality and improve service.
On the other hand Ims is not losing
contact with one of the most significant
factor in todays market: price.
The Ims quality/cost ratio is among the
best on the market. Growth is a path to
be built everyday. Ims team has a thorough
understanding of this positive moment,
and is ready to announce important news which
will be unveiled during 2017.
Hall 15, stand C25.

www.ims.eu
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GRIGGIO
PROJECTED INTO THE FUTURE

Company Griggio has always been known as an historical manufacturer of high quality woodworking
machines. Now with its new products is projecting
itself more and more into the future. The intention is to
offer the carpenter smarter products, easy to use
and flexible. The aim is the possibility to give, even to
medium-sized businesses, machines for efficient production. It is in this context that will be integrated products such as panel saw “Quadra 400”, the working

FOCUS

FINITURE

center Cnc “1050” and the new edgebander
Griggio. The interconnection between these
products, mainly due to new technologies
and flexibility of use, without the need for
heavy machinery, allow also smaller-sized
companies, a flexible and efficient production.
Finally don’t forget the issue of safety that is
becoming a key part of Griggio production.
This mainly thanks to the now famous “Unica
Safe”, the panel saw with the security system
that allows the carpenter to avoid any incident
with the blade. Every year hundreds of lawsuits
occur because of the injuries caused by the
saw blade. With “Unica Safe” Griggio offers
to all dealers in the industry
the opportunity to enter a
safe machine in the lab of
each carpenter or industry.
Hall 11, stand D62.
www.griggio.com

FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF THE “RAS” SYSTEM

Finiture will take part, as usual, to the 22nd
edition of the Ligna exhibition in Hannover, the
international exhibition for Wood and Wood Industry. On Finiture’s booth in hall 17, visitors
will find the latest developments of their production: an horizontal impregnating system

for window parts, a bi-rail overhead conveyor
with Power & Free technology, the now famous
automatic painting system with anthropomorphic
robot called “Ras”, which will be equipped with
a new application enabling the painting of both
vertical hanging pieces and horizontally placed
ones thanks to the evolution of the “Winpaint”
software, and finally one element of the new system for handling and spraying of tridimensional
pieces designed by Finiture and already installed
in different countries all
over the world.
Hall 17, stand B32.

www.finiture.it

STORTI
JUST IN TIME PALLETS
Also this year
Storti will participate at Ligna Exhibition
in Hannover.
Inside Storti
booth, a 210
square meters
exhibiting
area, it will be possible to see the well-known
“Flex 50 M” nailing machine used to produce
decks and the brand-new “Flex P40 M” nailing
machine with rapid setting for pallet legs ,based
on Storti “Flex” technology.
Both machines, if placed side by side to a third
nailing machine for assembling decks and pallet
legs, are able to create a pallet production line,
which appears extremely solid and quick in changeover.
Along with the new software for production planning
and data transfer, Storti nailing machines grant a
very high production flexibility, allowing fast changeovers and a reduced production capacity according to customers’ needs.
Hall 27, stand B12.

www.storti.it

BARBERAN
NEW LAB MACHINERY FOR IKEA IN ALMHULT
Barberán develops a new “Speed Press” lab model
for the Swedish furniture company.
A complete machinery for testing new products and
designs. The “Speed Press” is a post forming unit
able to work with all kind of foils, even pre-glued foils,
and it is equipped with a complete range of tools so
it can produce many different shapes post forming
panel edges. For panels, up to 1,000 mm width and
40 m/min, the new lab “Speed Press” will be installed
in Ikea facilities at the end of march and ready for testing the new Ikea furniture developments in April.
Hall 17, stand B48.

Project taylor made,
made for your Business
LIGNA
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www.barberan.com
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SUPERFICI: HIGH-LEVEL SOLUTIONS
“Matrix”.

The frame production market demands ever increasing flexibility. The introduction of a versatile,
reliable robotised system like “Maestro” from Superfici simplifies small batch management. It
also guarantees the continuity typical of robotised
solutions. Add to this the possibility of fast colour
changes with reduced coating wastage, and it is
clear how a robotised system is perfectly suited
even for production with custom finishes, managing
numerous different small orders. The robot can
be used with pneumatic or electrostatic application
systems and easily adapts to any coating requirements. Main benefits of a “Maestro” anthropomorphic robot spraying line are: reduced production times; uniform and continuous application
quality, which is difficult to achieve manually; improved control of product quantity and, therefore,
savings in terms of paint/coating consumption;
easy, flexible robot control. The spraying robot
fits perfectly in coating lines that can, for example,
include rotation of workpieces on the conveyor
system to allow spraying of both faces, or the use

of two opposite robots, where this is justified by the capacity required. The robot
is often used in lines complete with drying
systems, even sophisticated ones with
microwave technology that considerably
shorten production cycles, further extending the flexibility of the entire plant. The
system was specially designed for spraying large items, typically door and window frames. Working area size: 3000 x
3000 mm. If necessary extendable by
adding a 7th axis. The “Kawasaki” highperformance anthropomorphic robot is
perfectly integrated in the system, guaranteeing build quality and reliability. The robot
has six axes, which can be extended up to 11 if
necessary. The spray gun holder tool is designed
for fast gun positioning that is always precise,
allowing uniform application in the various areas
of the frames to be coated.The frames are scanned
using a reading bar, to adapt the movement of
the spraying arm accordingly. The control software easily manages recipes and colour changes:
defining distances, angles and spraying speeds
is possible for any operator, using an intuitive
program interface to save and retrieve the types
of processing. In the sector of development of
Uv driers towards the use of Led systems in
place of conventional lamps, Superfici has devised
its own Led Uv solutions, with performance
perfectly suited to the most innovative Uv coating
cycles. Thanks to intensive work with leading
coating manufacturers, Superfici has optimised
the various systems in its range to meet the
applied energy, emission wavelength and efficiency
requirements for the different coating products.

Led Uv system “Maestro”.
applications,
widespread in
particular in the
digital printing
sector and graphics industry,
are now available to use in
the coating of wood, partly thanks to the increasingly strong development of suitable coating
products at increasingly attractive prices. Advantages obtainable with Led Uv systems are: significant energy saving, no more heating the workpiece during processing, thanks to Led emission,
without infrared, allowing considerable bnefits in
terms of finished product quality, energy savings
and lower investment. With Led Uv technology
there is no need for the expensive workpiece
cooling systems that are often necessary above
all for heat-sensitive materials. And yet, no more
expensive and noisy extraction systems because
Leds do not produce ozone gas. It is also solved
the problem of disposing of mercury Uv lamps.
The Superfici range of solutions includes both
low/medium-powered systems used mainly in
pinning stations, and high-powered systems for
total polymerisation. The Led Uv system can be
used on its own or with hybrid systems in combination with other Uv sources. Superfici’s team of
specialists designs modular, customised solutions
for every need and application. They use advanced
know-how gained concerning every aspect of
the Led system, from perfecting cooling devices to control
drivers, feed, control software
and its graphical interface.
Hall 16, stand C06.
www.superfici.com

PESSA IMPIANTI
FLAKING AND CHIPPING LINES
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Specialist in flaking and
chipping lines, Pessa
Impianti srl designs
and manufactures machinery and plants for
the primary working of
wood and preparation
of flakes, chips and fiber, mainly used in the Wbp, Mdf, Osb industry. It
supplies a wide range of systems and equipments
with complementary functions to improve their
performance and for the complete automation of
the lines. It is a reliable partner to face and work
out the realization of new lines and machinery
but also for the up-grading of existing plants to
meet changing production needs. A consolidated
experience of more than 50 years is a real guarantee for customers who can also count on a reconditioning service of the part subject to heavy
wear as cutterheads, rotors and impellers, that
assure high efficiency and top performance of
the machines. A particular remark on the universal
discontinous flakers, reliable machines with
extraordinary performances, designed to comply
with different production requirements and able
to produce good quality calibrated flat flakes
and Osb strands with superior mechanic characteristics. Their high performances allow to eliminate
working shifts with consequent reduction of the
plant basis cost: one only machine is able to produce flat flakes already suitable to the final use.
The chipping lines have not a secondary importance: they allow the recovery of wooden wastes
that can be reintroduced in the production of value-added composite materials in form of fiber
and micro particles or used as alternative source
of energy. The production range includes ‘wood shaving
machines’ type “PL” for zootechny field.
Hall 25, stand N44.
www.pessaimpianti.com
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GIPLAST GROUP
NEW FINISHING AND DECORS
The year 2017 has started with many new
features in Giplast home. The Management,
after finalising the fusion process between
the two companies of the group, Giplast
Group and Flexibord, occurred on 2016,
November the 23rd, has initiated an important
phase of the production plant reorganization
in Abruzzo region, on which is continuously
investing for both consolidating the excellent
results achieved in the recent years, and
also to fully meet the demands of the furniture
market. The intent is continuing to be closer
to its customers, reinforcing the historical relationship built with the most of the Italian
and foreign companies and producing high
technology products with integrated functionality. In fact, whether it's a bold, colorful or
discrete style, Giplast Edges continue to
characterize the new finishing and to dress
impeccably any furniture. At Interzum fair, in
Cologne it will be showed the new edges
collections created to be combined with
highly innovative materials that have helped
to change the concept of the interior design.

The timeless beauty of the grain and knots
will be presented in the “Bordi Wood” collection. The different types of wood, among
the most sought of the moment, were reproduced thanks to the use of new printing cylinders which, combined with the most varied
finishes, offer a sought extremism, but at the
same time faithful, of a natural element as
wood.It will be possible to see Edges with
the cement texture in conjunction with the
Urban surfaces increasingly used to celebrate
the harmony of the imperfect. Multiple colors
and finishes made to reproduce cracks,
reliefs and asymmetrical patches of color,
typical of the concrete. In exposure also the
renewed range of “Mirror” and “High
Glossy”, the non plus ultra in terms of brilliance, in addition to the “High Matt” Edges
with its extremely opaque colors declined in
warm and cold tones. A particular focus will
be directed to the edges “G Tech” and to
the increasingly demanded “Step” Edges.
Greatest common denominator: the functional
essentiality. The first one, born to be applied
with new Laser, hot Air and Infrared machines
currently available on the market, thanks to
which you can have the perfect and "invisible"
conjunction between edge and panel and
an excellent sealing. The second one, created
to meet the needs of manufacturers of doors,
which until few years ago, assembled only
paper edges with no finishing for handle
grip manufacture. It was the keystone for all
the lovers of furniture with no handle and a
valid solution in terms of surface resistance
and easy to clean.
Hall 6.1, stand C073.C 073.

www.giplast.it
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CURSAL, FORTY YEARS BUT FEELING YOUNGER...
A major anniversary, to be celebrated soberly
and looking ahead to what’s still to be done. This
is the vision of Cursal in San Fior, near Treviso,
celebrating forty years in the business of cutoff
and optimizing machinery and systems. Giuseppe
Curtolo, founder of Cursal, is waiting for us at
the San Fior offices. We ask him to trace back
through the mists of time and tell us about forty
decades of history, the present and most of all
the future of a company specializing in a phase
of the woodworking cycle that might look simple,
but actually requires specific skills.
Let’s start from the beginning…
“My first job had nothing to do with wood, I
worked at Zoppas where I processed bills of
materials in the design department: it was a
great school where I learned everything you
need to manage the production stages of a
company, and such knowledge turned out to
be very useful later on. They were useful at 21,
when I came back from the army and had to
manage a team of seven people in a finishing
department for light alloy automotive wheel
rims, and even more when I was 23 and became
production manager at Rosada, a reference in
the Italian window industry in those years. I realized that at Zoppas I had acquired valuable
knowledge: it was natural for me to implement
orderly processes, accurate bills in a business
where habits are predominant. Employees no
longer received approximate instructions, but
rather lists, technical drawings, product specifications. Results came soon, and in few years
we increased production massively, from 150
million line in 1973 to eight billion in 1978!”.
But in 1982 you were already working at Cursal…
“Exactly: in 1977 I had decided to run my own
business. I tell you what happened: at Rosada,
we had a well-equipped workshop, where we
manufactured our equipment and some small
machines as well. In 1977, one of our suppliers
noticed a French cutoff saw in our factory and
asked where he could buy one. I explained it
was a very expensive French product, with a
price equal to 35 monthly wages, although it
was quite simple. I pondered long and at the
end I decided I could manufacture one: I set to
work with a friend and we made seven in the
first year! It was really a success for a leisure
time activity. One year later, in 1978, I changed
my business relationship with Rosada from employee to consultant.”.
First workers, first employees, first salesperson,
first machines sold abroad…those were the first
steps taking Cursal to what it is today: a 2,300square-meter hall, approximately twenty employees, revenues above 2.5 million euro, 60 percent export share, “…which was 80 percent
until few years ago – Curtolo says – but lately
the Italian market has finally begun to give satisfaction again: this trend was supported by
our decision to complement our cutoff and optimizing saws with automation to integrate this
stage into the different production processes
or to make it more automated, faster and efficient.
Such expertise is often required even by customers who don’t buy our machines, but we
have decided to deny such requests and focus
on our core business”. “But let’s go back to the
end of the Seventies: the decision to “replicate”
the French cutoff saw led us to design and
manufacture simple machines, apparently simple,

Giuseppe Curtolo between his sons
Samuele and Consuelo.

at a very interesting price, which guaranteed
excellent margins. I said apparently simple
because, behind these machines, for instance,
there is a software developed with at least 1.5
million euro investments over the years.”.
Serial or “special”?
“Today 85 percent of our production can be
considered “serial”. 15 percent is made to
measure, special solutions, which means future
standard. This is our method to test new opportunities, to develop new concepts and intuitions that may finally end up into our standard
production. Just think that we invest the same
quantity of time to build “serial” machines and
our 15 percent share of “special” systems, but
the latter obviously have an added value, and
as I said, offer the possibility to experiment”.
What has changed in these forty years?
“I keep doing the job I have chosen and I love.
Deciding at 28 to leave a managing role, very
rewarding and well-paid, and start my own
business making wood cutting machines is a
decision that cannot be taken without passion,
ideas, determination. At Cursal, we are all like
that: we love our job, we do it with passion and
determination…” “Technology has changed a
lot – Curtolo continues – although our machines
basically do the same thing, they cut wood; but
they do it differently and better. We make improved machines, which operate better, yield
more in less time and require lower investments.
Cursal’s success lies in the best possible application of this ingredient mix: this approach has
gained us a few thousand orders and enabled
us to make specific innovation. Now, in few
days, we move from concept to finished part,
thanks to our internal assets and the benefit of
being located in an industrial district where,
within a range of twenty kilometers, we can find
all we need and first-class expertise”.

stant information exchange; bills processed upstream and delivered to our machine which,
using the level of automation defined by the
customer, cuts at volumes and speeds consistent
with the quantity requirements of the entire
plant, maybe tended by large-size loading/unloading units. All of this with safety in the
forefront: if what we should do does not fit into
our minimum requirements, we might even reject
an order”.
What about optimization?
“Efficient optimization is strictly related to investment: while nothing can replace the human
eye, a good scanner can achieve good results.
The scanner inspects the board or bar to be
cut, feeding our machine with the required information to get the best yield based on the desired final product. It is essential to provide the
line with a small buffer, so that the operator or
machine next down the line get the parts as
fast as possible and based on production
needs.This is where our expertise comes in to
offer automation and handling solutions which
ensure that the operator always gets what he
needs to work for the next four-five minutes...”.
And what about the future?
“The challenge will be simplifying as much as
possible, because complications are bad: tidiness and simplicity, these are the keys for the
future. We have to get rid of “dumb” tables, as
I call them: they have to be automated, to
release people from dull or banal tasks, such
as cutting a piece of wood. The future belongs
to my sons: I leave them a good job, though

Haven’t you had any doubt, any second thought
in forty years?
“No, if you believe in what you do and you
always try to do your best, there is no room for
hesitation. I knew it was going to work, because
we make a machine that everyone needs: everyone needs to cut wood, whatever process or
operation you are talking about. It’s a simple
machine, as we said, but it can become very
complex and achieve high speeds: we have
designed and build a complex, high-speed line
for a customer in Siberia, a one-million-euro
plant with amazing technology. We try to work
as a real industry in this respect”. “We have
some 3,500 machines in operation around the
world, from basic models to automated unattended equipment; machines with supervisory
systems connected to enterprise management
solutions for the full integration of our cutoff
saws into complex lines, with massive and con-
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hard. I’m happy that two of my three sons work
with me, my daughter Consuelo in administration
and my son Samuele in sales. Both serious
and reliable. I am really satisfied also with my
employees, my collaborators: it’s nice to work
at Cursal, and without them, we wouldn’t be
where we are today!!!”
by Luca Rossetti

CURSAL BRINGS INDUSTRY 4.0 TO LIGNA
Cursal is celebrating the fortieth anniversary at
Ligna in Hannover exhibiting some solutions
that have taken the company to success, from
innovative proposals for optimized angular
cutting to new dynamic accessories to increase
performance in high-speed optimization.
At Ligna, Cursal is premiering a new range of
semi-automatic cutoff saws for large sections
and an integrated automation section where
mechanical devices, electronics and sophisticated software interconnections deliver excellent results.
Hall 27, stand H16.

www.cursal.com
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BADEN HAUS: “THE BATHROOM IS OUR BUSINESS!”
Production from A
to Z: all you need
for bathroom furniture is imagined,
designed and
manufactured at
Baden Haus. An
efficient organization, a rich catalog
down to the finest
detail, products distributed in 32 countries, a
strong Italian business with significant figures
and leading-edge technology. In 2016 they achieved a turnover close to 28.5 million €, up by 16
percent from the previous year. The year 2017
also started in the best way in all three factories
at Centobuchi, near Ascoli Piceno, covering a
total area of 90,000 square meters with 150
employees.Everything is “home-made”, even
mirrors are processed in-house with next-generation

laser systems, a major investment that has enable
the company to handle also this process stage.
The ultimate purpose is to provide top-quality
products by interpreting market requests and
transforming them into highly “industrialized” products: 9 assembly lines, soon to become 12, are
just a small portion of this big manufacturing organization. Centobuchi is a sort of “model”, it is
considered by many the real capital of bathroom
furniture for the volumes it generates. Let us tell
you: visiting this factory was really an experience!
Everything is huge, impressive, perfectly organized.
“There is no alternative”, says Gianni Ascani,
co-owner and President, who guided us on a
tour: “If you want to achieve certain output
levels while preserving high quality standards,
you must invest, you have to keep growing by
making important and challenging decisions”.
At Baden Haus, you can see this in every detail:
the number of trucks ready to be loaded, order

and tidiness all over the place: do much, do
it well. “The company was established almost 40 years ago and, making giant steps
along the way, has started several collaborations with world-class designers”. Baden
Haus was founded in 1979 in a territory
were bathroom furniture was already at
home. This is where the adventure of families
Ascani e Osimi began, in a 300-squaremeter building for the production of bathroom
furniture. Back then, bathroom furniture was
a booming business, as sanitary fittings
were complemented with real furniture rather
than just a mirror. Today Baden Haus is a
European leader in this industry. “We have
been growing steadily, at the beginning
we only processed semifinished materials,
often starting from solid wood; then, over
the years, production developed at significant rates and in the early Nineties the
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company decided to expands its scope and approach different European markets. Now export
accounts for 65 percent of revenues. Initially, export
was not easy, as we were confronted with quality
standards and certifications that did not exist in
Italy. All processing operations were executed in
house, it was really “100 percent Made in Italy”.
“We have always been passionate about our business, we know we have a lot to say, we were ready
to make investments that sometimes seemed challenging, but we never stepped back; on the contrary,
we have always tried to control each production
stage, adapting to customer requests, learning to
do different things, with ever new technology. A
product for each market, tailored to the expectations
of our customers: this is our simple secret! But this
doesn’t mean it’s an easy job: we have to deal with
thousands of assembled parts shipped all over the
world, high flexibility in adapting our production
cycles: customers choose our product especially
for the excellent quality-price ratio it offers”.
You invest a lot in technology...
“Definitely: if you want to keep up with times and develop your products, you have to pursue high performance and visual impact using innovative materials
and suitable technology. I’ll give you an example:
back in 1982, we spent 100 million lira to buy a plot
of land and another 100 to build a 1,000-squaremeter workshop; inside, we place a next-generation
working center that cost 180 million lira, it was an
amazing machine that had the same price as the
plot and the building! We never regretted that! We
have two angular saws that help us feed our machines
to support our production volumes, and we are now
selecting a third squaring-edgebanding plant. Our
technology is so powerful that we can handle very
small parts measuring 6 by 25 centimeters, up to
1.5-by-3 meter components. Our semifinished materials production department currently extends over
15 thousand square meters and it is controlled by a
handful of people, because we have always relied
on high automation for panel processing, besides
quality of course”....“The same goes for membrane
presses, a key technology for our cabinet door production cycle; some time ago, we decided to outsource painting and coating, in order to eliminate a
number of issues related to the environmental impact
of those operations”, Ascani says. “As a result, we
decided to adopt new technology, namely a system
to laminate cabinet doors with thermoplastic film
using membrane presses. We installed the first membrane press, a 70-meter long line, fully automated,
to laminate all doors and drawers with flat shapes.
To solve the challenge of pressing curved doors
and drawers, we identified and adopted the solutions
by Ormamacchine, installing an automated hightech plant that has helped us achieve high volumes
and excellent quality, with a Pvc or Pet coating that
is particularly suitable for bathrooms, where furniture
is exposed to moisture and some level of “rudeness”;
to achieve this, of course, you have to deploy
excellent materials, efficient cycles, the best machinery
and good expertise. We are very satisfied and Ormamacchine technology has become a key asset
for us, besides the fact that this coating process
always delivers excellent results when it comes to
curved or routed cabinet doors”. “...The bathroom is
becoming more and more important in any house
and we really believe it is worth investing all our
energy: few companies have 40-year experience
and this is an asset we have to leverage! In the
future, who knows… The company is now making
the transition to the second generation: our future
is here today. We have great guys with a different
vision and higher gear in. It’s up to them to find the
best direction…”.
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by Luca Rossetti

Hall 13, stand E34.

www.badenhaus.it
www.ormamacchine.it
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CASADEI BUSELLATO: THE FUTURE BECOMES REALITY
Powerful and high-impact, that’s how Casadei
Busellato is showing up at Ligna Hannover 2017,
where they will present innovations for many
models exhibited in Hall 11: brand new machine
models, redesigned equipment with new look
and ergonomics, and new accessories and
options. The portfolio has been further expanded
to meet all types of production requirements,
from handicraft to industrial businesses.
Classical machines by Casadei
The range of conventional squaring machines
series “Basic” “SC30P” and “SC40P” can be
equipped with a new stop compensation framework
that delivers operating flexibility in any condition.
The “Xenia 30”, “Xenia 40”, “Xenia 60” and “Xenia
70” squaring machine family has been complemented with some options, including a nut arrangement that allows to mount a cutter and an expansible scoring unit to quickly adapt the machine
to the blade size. “Xenia 30” and “40” can also
be equipped to process non-wood materials with
a special arrangement that increases flexibility
and allows to process plastics and some kinds of
metals.

is not operating and through “smart” consumption
management according to the operations that
the machine is performing.
Panel saws: brushless motors ensure high working
speed and high positioning accuracy across the
entire range. The Casadei panel saws series
“AXO 200” have been enhanced with new options,
including double carriage, optimized blade upstroke to increase flexibility and productivity, postforming scoring unit for excellent cut finishing.
Edgebanders: an exhibition highlight will be “Flexa
47XE”, a machine with controlled axes that allows
to automate the entire setup process and to increase productivity significantly by eliminating
unit setup procedures for each operation.
“Flexa 207 Super” and “Flexa 307” offer enhanced performance with the new “A2 Super” rounding
unit that can machine up to 60 mm and improves
the performance and flexibility of the machine.
The “Flexa 47”, “Flexa 207 super” and “Flexa
307” family features a hot-air working system
called “Air Jet Package” that delivers perfect finishing, especially for edges with the same color

as the panel. The system uses no glue, as the
special edges are provided with a decorative
layer and a functional layer with bonding properties,
that once activated allow to apply the edge onto
the panel. “Flexa 17” of the “Basic” line adds
new options like the quick release of the adhesive
tank, a panel heating unit and the possibility to
install two finishing units simultaneously: brushes
and glue scrapers.
Boring machines and working center Busellato

The stand will display the automatic boring
machine “Jet Smart”, an ideal solution for handicraft
and small-medium businesses.
Starting from the upcoming Ligna, all Busellato
working centers will be equipped with a next-generation Cad/Cam integrated environment that
can be used for design tasks and onboard the
machine. The software features a high-performance
graphical editor with the typical functions of a
Cad package. The exhibition lineup will include
“Easy Jet”, a single-worktable center for nesting
operations, and “Jet Optima T5”.The latter has

been expanded with the “Jet Fast” device to position worktables, vacuum cups and clamps with
a floating aggregate that can be positioned on
the power spindle. No action is required by the
operator and the system is fully automated. Easy
and quick setup and high positioning speed
result into significant productivity increase. Casadei
Busellato is looking forward to meeting you!
Hall 11, stand D06-D16.

www.casadeibusellato.com

®

Special machines by Casadei
“Eco System Package”: guaranteed saving and
focus on the environment. For special machines
and some working centers, a power-saving system
allows to optimize consumption by switching to
standby mode automatically when the machine

SCHIAVON
RANGE OF NEW PRODUCTS AT LIGNA

INTERNATIONAL
EXHIBITION OF
COMPONENTS,
SEMIFINISHED
PRODUCTS AND
ACCESSORIES
FOR THE FURNITURE
INDUSTRY

Schiavon opened in 1976 producing high quality
Pcd tooling for woodworking, plastic and aluminum
applications. Their outstanding product performance
is the result of continual technological development
and innovation. Together with a high quality level
of service it has enabled the company to gain the
trust of the most demanding customers and achieve
a leading position in the market with a presence in
over 50 countries worldwide. By carefully listening
to the needs of our customers Schiavon has been
able to deliver time and again; responding to their
needs and timescales. Using the “Unika” program
their engineers design and configure solutions for
special and custom-made tools, alongside their
already wide range of standard tools. At the 2017
Ligna exhibition, the showcase of the international
woodworking industry, Schiavon will present to the
world market a range of new products which unequivocally define our level of quality. Among these
the patented Pneumatic Regulator allowing user
to adjust his cutter set on machine, quickly and
safely without the use of tools. The “KM” type
Hogger designed with an innovative cutting geometry that allows the customer to obtain an excellent
finish, long life together with a low noise level.
Further to the above their high performance
router bits with increased shear angle to machine
delicate panels or hardwood, and the top “LZ Series”, having full effective “Z2” or “Z3” design will
be on display.
Hall 15, stand D46.
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DOORS OPEN TO INNOVATION
cess came with a
new line to install
wooden door frames,
designed for Malerba, a major French
door and window
producer.
This project was unimaginable until few
years ago – company
representatives said
– but it could be developed using Omron
components, specifically their “NX7”
controllers.

The new Malerba line for the installation of wooden
door frames is based on an innovative automation
project developed by Fametec in collaboration
with Omron. The core of the system is the new
“Sysmac NX7” controller.
Revenues matter, but there’s more. To join the
community of world-class machinery manufacturers, first of all you must be able to serve the
market with projects of higher and higher level.
Fametec faces the same challenge of all Italian
small business which have been able to find a
place in the market by leveraging new technology
effectively. For the Piacenza-based company, for
seven years now in the business of woodworking
machinery sales, overhaul and service, final suc-

THE ISLAND IS NOWHERE
The plant is comprised of two parallel lines with
four machines on each side that apply the hinges
and the keylock plates on the door uprights. At
full capacity, the system can run from 5 am to 8
pm in two shifts, at a rate of six parts per minute
(three right-hand and three left-hand uprights).
All key operations (cutting, milling, assembling,
screwing and unloading) are executed on separate
islands, centrally coordinated by two “NX7” units.
Omron’s machine controller handles all components
– from “MX2” inverters to “G5” brushless motors,
up to NX safety modules – via EtherCat network,
as well as both robots in charge for screwing and
end-of-line palletizing (via EthernetIP).

RECORD TIME
The project, from order to production launch,
took 10 months in total. “This is an extraordinary
result”, Simone Franchi underlined, “especially
for a company with 12 staff that, except for few
mechanical operations, handles everything in
house, from mechanical to electronic to electrical
engineering”.
The possibility to work on an integrated platform
that, through one machine controller, one software
and one connection, can handle all peripherals
(drives, I/Os, inverters, safety and robots), has
proved strategic to meet time-to-market and to
streamline engineering while minimizing wiring
and footprint. “There are fewer components and
less wiring, a benefit both for designers and for
the customer, who pays the same price to get a
number of benefits that ultimately impact the
total cost of ownership. To design such a line
five years ago, it would have taken three times
longer and much higher costs”.
OPEN TO CHANGE, ON THE RUN
The automation model implemented by Fametec
in collaboration with Omron was conceived to minimize attendance, especially for routine tasks.
The machine controller takes over the heaviest
tasks, including the identification of possible anomalies (brushless motor issues, defective operations) and robot supervision. Manual tasks are
minimized: apart from starting and stopping, the
operator, if necessary, can modify the recipes by
changing workpiece size and hardware types
(knobs, hinges, anuba hinges); data can be prepared remotely using an XML file.
Working on a platform like Sysmac Studio has
also helped streamline programming and configuration tasks, using preset functional blocks
and libraries. In this way, you can respond to
critical or unplanned/unexpected requirements.
For instance, Fametec has implemented a deformation analysis feature, now at an advanced
stage of development. “Adding a system to
detect incoming wood part curving and consequently change machining operations is not
easy”, explained Andrea Fulcini, electrical and
software manager at Fametec. “Leveraging Sysmac Studio’s flexibility, we were able to finalize
the change quickly and with no significant issues”.

Liquid Wood.

MEASURE-MADE SAFETY
Fametec leveraged the full power and versatility
of Omron’s “NX-SL3300” Cpu to distribute safety
inputs and outputs on EtherCat units located remotely onboard the machine, robots included. In
this way, Malerba can manage stoppages and
emergencies individually. In case of malfunction,
the system is programmed to stop only one machine, unlocking the power keylocks of the protection gates: the operator can access the area
safely, troubleshoot, close the gate and restart
the machine without stopping the entire line.
“When you work on long islands, it is essential
to manage all safety elements – emergency
buttons, stop, gate opening – on an individual

Since 1954 we have been enhancing your projects with innovative, customised solutions, which
respect the environment and support your creativity. The breadth of our product range ensures
protection, durability and beauty to every indoor or outdoor surface: not only for wood, but for
glass, metal and plastic too. Always by your side with our outstanding technical support.

www.sayerlack.com

“It’s a very complex line – said Simone Franchi,
sales manager at Fametec – in terms of dimensions and number of integrated operations. The
tough part of such a project is the capacity to
coordinate independent island within one orchestra to play as one. To achieve this, you
need a controller with a Cpu that can analyze
huge data volumes in real time”. Hence the decision to adopt “NX7”, a machine controller that
leverages the power of an Intel Core I7 quadcore processor and 260 Mbyte data memory to
handle high-speed applications efficiently, in this
case at 1-5 ms.

DO YOU NEED CONSULTANCY
ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS?
tel. +39 051 770770
customerservice@sayerlack.com
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basis, access by access”, explained Roberto
Fulcini, mechanical manager. “If the customer
has to take action for any reason, he can isolate
a specific area without stopping the entire line.
This translates into shorter downtime and higher
productivity”. “The safety model developed with
Omron – adds Fametec manager – increases
overall plant flexibility: any future change, i.e. a
new gate or an additional protection, can be
implemented more easily, using the same development environment or, if necessary, deploying
the modules remotely as you do with remote
service systems”.
GRADUATION TEST
Performance, flexibility, deadlines, reduction of
complexity and footprint: the line developed by
Fametec has met all the requirements submitted
by Malerba. A key contribution was offered by
Omron automation, especially the “NX7” machine
controllers, to connect and coordinate separate
machines and islands into a unified high-speed
process.
“Apart from customer satisfaction”, Simone Franchi concluded, “this project has increased our
awareness and self-confidence: we have always
believed we could handle complex projects,
but only with the support of Omron tools and
technology we have achieved the maturity to
turn ideas into real projects. Using the best
technology available, namely machine controllers,
servo drives, inverters, I/O modules and safety
Cpu by Omron, has granted us the power and
easy programming required to finalize the plant
within the deadline, the conditions and the costs
agreed with the customer”.
Hall 13, stand F31.

www.fametec.com
https://industrial.omron.it
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“Gabbiani Galaxy 3 T3 125 A”.

A BASKETFUL OF IDEAS, PRODUCTS AND STRATEGIES
Very often, when you talk about a big industrial group,
you might underestimate its constituent units and
look at the whole picture. Actually, as we realized
during a recent event by Scm Group, the success of
a group is driven by the ideas, specialties and
intuitions of different professional skills and expertise.
TALKING ABOUT CELASCHI
Celaschi, for instance, is definitely one of the strongest
brands in the past and present history of Italian woodworking technology, a specialist in squaring and
tenoning machines, as well as solutions for the production of wooden flooring. “The company has been
going through an accurate industrial reorganization
process – says Gianni Franchini, manager of the
Housing Business Unit of the Rimini-based group –
in order to leverage its huge assets of knowledge,
know-how and design skills. In recent years we
have committed to optimizing the product portfolio,
injecting new energy in our technical, sales and
service teams. We have been “tidying up”; so to
say, as we believe that Celaschi has a lot to say to
the market with its long and glorious story; the
company has always served high-end customers
who knew that, by selecting Celaschi, they secured
the best technology available....We immediately focused on those I call “large accounts” for doors
and windows, definitely the “core” of squaring.
Starting from there, we stepped down to the rest of
our skills, focusing on special applications for solid
wood, wooden floorings and also some interesting
and rewarding solution for “off-industry” applications.
Starting at the high end of the market, we re-established contacts with companies which had been
acquired by Celaschi a long time ago, renewing
profitable business relations and presenting a new
organization, different, stronger, better, with highquality service, a fully efficient spare parts warehouse,
competitive projects. It was just like “starting over”
with a stronger base and excellent skills; as a
matter of fact, the first creations by “new Celaschi”
were significant machines and plants, and we immediately realized there is a market segment that
is looking for expertise and solutions, and therefore,
is happy to meet Celaschi again, rejuvenated by
joining Scm Group. Hence our recent decision to
look not only at big plants, but also at standalone
machine, simpler solutions, somehow standard and
consequently easier to be managed independently
by the distribution network. That’s how we created
“Progress 30”, designed to bring high-end technology to a more affordable machine, going back
to a “catalog” product with standard configurations
that perfectly fit our sales network, three models
that cover the needs of a large pool of companies
currently sensitive to Asian competitors who offer
aggressive prices but for different “features”. We
might call “Progress 30” a solution, perfect for a
company that has to process panels, doors or windows with squaring or tenoning operations”.

brush..”. The orbital sander “Finesand” is
an innovative solution for the superfinishing
of products with crossing grain and composite
materials. The action of the ”Finesand” unit
combined with the innovative aggregates
available on Dmc System machines, ensures
the best finishing result in any industrialscale application. “More news from Dmc
are the thickness sander “Dmc sd 70”, a
new compact machine for industrial applications, equipped with 2,620 mm long
belts, 1,350 mm working width and oversize
diameter rollers.. It can be provided with
2/3 aggregates to achieve different finishes
of excellent quality. “Dmc eurosystem”
can be considered an “upgrade”, resulting
from the decision to install high-end sanding
and calibrating systems on “cost-effective”
machines”.
AND WHAT ABOUT GABBIANI?
Gabbiani is coming to Ligna with big news.
We had a preview at the Scm event, for in-

stance the new interface software “Maestro Cut”
(installed on the entire range of sanders on
display), on the new 21" touch console. The
“Sigma Prima” model will also be exhibited with
the optional unit “FlexCut 1”, so far available
only on high-end machines. Gianluca Giavolucci,
Panel Sizing Product Manager, illustrates the
latest efforts by Gabbiani, the cutting brand that
offers the new “Galaxy” series panel saw, model
“Galaxy 3 125 A”: “a machine for mid-sized industrials, for a category of users searching for
high technical standards and affordable investments, panel saws with significant blade projection that can easily work on two shifts”, Giavolucci says. The family is distinguished by its
excellent engineering: one base and one pressure
bar, just to mention a couple of elements, symbols
of a search for standardization that brings clear
benefits in terms of pricing without compromising
on performance. “A machine with a standard 15
kW motor, enabling users to cut other materials
than wood and to control the peripheral speed
of the blade, in order to achieve the best

“Celaschi Progress 30”.

DMC, A.K.A. SANDING
Plenty of news also at Dmc, a historical sanding
brand. Fabrizio Bello, Sanding Product manager,
introduces the new “Masterbrush S”. “This brushing
machine is born out of team spirit – states Bello –
it’s the result of technology carry-over. The machine
is equipped with units to brush and sand routed
Mdf or wood cabinet doors; we can use these units
during the processing of raw parts but also after
applying the basecoat, so an intermediate coating
step, obviously adjusting the abrasive power of the
aggregates and their speed of operation on the
workpiece. We use flexible abrasives, more or less
aggressive according to speed and “grain”, while
the longitudinal brushes can be easily removed for
replacement or maintenance. We also offer the
possibility to mount two different tools on the same
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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possible cutting result at the desired feed speed.
The operator can select parameters based on
his own experience, but in case he will be able
to use a program where data is organized, so
that the machine can then “organize” its own
work on the basis of the information it has acquired. This is just one of many options that
can be installed on this panel saw,... The
“Galaxy” machines with blade projection from
95 to 128 millimeters can guarantee good productivity. A system we are very happy with is
the automatic blade-scoring unit alignment that
allows to reach the target in few seconds.”.
by Luca Rossetti

Hall 13, stand C56.

www.scmgroup.com
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PRIBO

IMAL-PAL

TABLE FOR ASSEMBLY OF TIMBER FRAME WALLS

“LIGNA 2017 PREVIEW

movable extensors able to manage timber wall
with maximum dimension of 4,10 mts height
and 13,50 mts length.
Pribo's table can be tilted by hydraulic cylinders,
for helping operators during the assembly phases of timber walls.
Pribo's tilted table technical data: total length
13,50 meters; total with 3,00 meters (with extensors 4,10 meters); total weight about 5.000
Kgs. Above characteristics can be modified
on customer's requests.
Hall 25, stand L25.
Pribo has manufactured a new table for the assembly of timber frame walls for an Italian primary company in wooden house industry. This
table is unique in its category. It is made by

The Imal-Pal Group, 40 years after its first
Ligna in 1977, will be present this year with
its Panel Alliance partners in an exhibition
area of almost 1600 m2. Panel Alliance
has been created by Imal, Pal, Globus,
Vyncke, Trasmec and Recalor, each an expert in its own core business, to form a
team that can supply all the technology required for Pb, Mdf and Osb production
lines. The group will be showcasing over
30 systems, amongst which there will be
many innovations, upgrades and previews.
The “Wmg” will be showcased, a fully automatic knife ring washing system which is
part of the Sharpening room where the
flaker knives are sharpened by a 6-axes
anthropomorphic robot. The latest versions
of the “Src14.690_Evo4” knife ring flaker

www.pribo.it

and the “Msg” mill are able to crease capacity by as
much as 30 percent and hence reduce the related KW
costs per ton of wood produced. The “HD Oscillating
Screen” with low friction hydrostatic suspension system
to support the screening box will also be on show. The
continued focus on innovation and development has
led to the creation of the “new cleaning tower”, able to
remove all pollutants from the material. The “Cyclops”,
an optical spectrographic classifier to separate contaminants such as plastic, metal and inert substances
from the recycled wood flow, is another system which
will be showcased. It will be possible to see the latest
“Hi-Jet” resination system for existing and new Pb, Mdf
and Osb lines which can reduce resin addition by as
much as 20 percent. The latest evolution of the “Dynasteam”, the mat steam injection system, installed on
over 90 production lines, and with which it is possible to
increase production by up to 30 percent, will also be on
show. A mini production line will be created to demonstrate
the full operational potential of the innovative “Fbc200”
blow detector. The “Fbc200” is the only system in the
world that can detect blisters or blown areas over the
entire surface of the board. Lastly, you may view the full
range of laboratory equipment, including the brand new
fully automatic “Smc100”, unit that cuts the laboratory
samples, sands them and then marks
them with a QR code.
Hall 26, stand D62-E76.

www.imalpal.com

FREUD
INNOVATION AND CUSTOMER ORIENTED SOLUTIONS

Hall 17 H15-G16
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Freud, the Italian
tool manufacturer,
will take part to this
year edition of Ligna
presenting its range
of application solutions and focusing
on its recipe for value delivery: engineering innovation, tools quality
and service. Freud leverages over 55 years expertise
and know-how competence, always putting innovation
at the heart of the business: since 1980 freud manufactures in-house its proprietary Titanium Cobalt carbide,
called TiCo, a mixture of tungsten, titanium and cobalt,
chosen for their hardness, anti-corrosion and impact
resistance properties. Freud retains manufacturing inhouse with a full and strict control over quality. Functionality,
application fit and competitive prices make production
more effective by increasing throughput and improving
results, while saving on resources, maintenance and
purchasing costs. The breadth and depth of freud
product line allows customers to benefit from one-stopshop purchases as well as an unlimited offer of tailormade solutions, designed by a dedicated team of specialists. As an innovation in window tooling, freud will
present the “High Speed ISOprofil/ H.S.I.”, a unique
technology that enables outstanding performance and
productivity, ideally suited for the last generation Cnc
machines. “H.S.I.” technology allows the automatic diameter recovery after re-sharpening the knives (up to 6
times). At Ligna, there will be several updates and enrichments of the acknowledged range of freud circular
saw blades. For panel sizing, the “Lsbx” range increases
life-time per re-sharpening cycle, while for aluminum
cutting, the “Lu5F” outperforms the market with up to 3
times longer lifetime than existing ranges. For bilaminated
panels, the “Lu3D” range is known for delivering best
cutting results thanks to unique performance improving
features that considerably reduce vibration and minimize
noise. Also in evidence at the show, the new drilling,
routing tools of the Cnc range. In 2017, freud is launching
a wider range of solid carbide spiral cutters with a
dedicated carbide formula, two times
more resistant to heat and wear than
competition coated cutters.
Hall 11, stand D32.
www.freud.it
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MAKOR

EGGER

EXPANSION OF ITS MACHINES RANGE

“SIMPLY INSPIRED”

Makor, with the aim of offering innovative and leading
solutions, continues the planned expansion of its range
of machines and finishing systems. Ligna exhibition is
the ideal venue to present numerous innovations in
various sectors of the finish of panels, profiles and
wooden floors. The Cartesian Robot, “Evolution T”, already introduced at Xylexpo 2016, further increases the
performance, with the addition of an oscillating group.
Thanks to this innovation, tested for years in the higher
model “Robospray Twin”, “Evolution T” is the ideal
machine for high-quality applications, and with high
production rates. In fact, it is possible to coat panels at
a speed of 3 meters/minute, with continuous application
on edge, with the Cartesian arm, and application on the
surface with the oscillating arm. At Ligna fair, on “Robospray Twin” the new Cad/Cam software will be presented for spray programs directly off-line. This is either
to accelerate the coating phases and to be able to
paint any 3D element. In addition, in the painting sector
with spray application, Makor presents the top of the
range: “Performer”, high performance oscillating sprayer,
for production speeds up to 20 m/ min. Addressed to
the big industry, implemented with a brand new paint
recovery system and belt cleaning device "Scl", it is extremely flexible and cost-effective in its management
(patent pending). “Performer” is the ideal solution for
spray application on large volumes, such as doors,
kitchen cabinet doors, and doors for furniture, of high
quality, with f both matt and glossy finishes. Makor is
able to integrate the “Performer” with finishing plant,
with handling, drying and process control, providing
leading complete solutions.

On the 600 m2 Egger trade fair
booth AT Interzum 2017, the international audience will be “Simply Inspired”. Under this motto,
the wood-based material manufacturer showcases highlights from
their in-house exhibition “Eggerzum 2017”,
alongside new products and services from
the Egger Decorative Collection 20172019.
For more than 20 years, Egger has been
successfully organising “Eggerzum”, an
in-house exhibition for its customers in
the furniture industry, in various locations
belonging to the corporate group. The
decor and surface novelties presented
are inspired by social trends such as mindfulness, value, and balance. They are

reflected in interior design
in the deliberate combination
of a wide range of materials
and colours. With a new
matt concept, Egger offers
a complete “PerfectSense
Matt” solution for the furniture
“9 Grid System”. industry. There have also
been changes for edging:
at Interzum, Egger is presenting woodgrain and
material reproductions as polypropylene edging
in digital printing with embossed texture. This
means that the full-range supplier provides a suitable edging for almost every surface. The collection is an interconnected system with 300 decors, seven new surfaces, and an expanded product range for established decor and material
combinations. Moreover, Egger has developed a
system that provides orientation in this decor diversity: the innovative “9 Grid system”, in which
decors are ordered into compact 9 grids, allows

Moreover, in the paint industry with spray application,
Makor introduces “K-Two”, an oscillating sprayer, for
medium-volume production, extremely flexible, selfcleaning transport belt or with a paper transport system
(very interesting is also the solution combining both
kind of transports). It is characterized by a rational ergonomics of accessories, with a limited investment it
offers the ideal solution for spray finishing of any type of
cabinet doors, furniture components, doors, etc.
A very felt requirement, by manufacturers of profiles, is
to recover the greatest possible amount of wood with
defects to the point of use the large number of people
with high management costs. Makor has found the
solution to this problem with the new extruder system.
The new “Uv Putty Line”, version in high / low pressure
and capable of using UV coatings or water based
putty, is able to eliminate the defects of the wood
adjusting to the needs of the customer and to the subsequent required finish cycles. The particularity of this
system is to act even on extremely difficult defects
(both for size and for position on the profile) and use a
small part of material (UV or water putty) by applying it
only where it is needed, without unnecessary waste.
In the field of flooring, Makor presents “Floory”, the
ideal solution to apply on parquet boards oils or base
and topcoat, whether Uv-based or at physical catalysis.
The modular
line is composed of a roller
application unit,
a radial wiping
unit, a longitudinal brushing
unit for stain and oil and a Uv drying unit. The system
can be configured based on the customer needs with
different units of application and of subsequent processing.
Hall 17, stand A15-G16.

www.makor.it
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for fast, direct comparison between colour
tones and also groups wood types and materials
by character. Another key element of the Collection are the nine style worlds: they incorporate
defining international trends, on whose basis
Egger has developed its decors.
As at previous Interzum trade fairs, Egger is
fitting both of the “Materials & Nature” piazzas
(Hall 06.1 and 10.2) with Egger's new products.
Moreover, expertise from the Egger team is
also available in the form of lectures: “Individuality - Simply Different” on 16th and 18th
May 2017, with Michaela Gimpl, Design and
Decor Management Egger Group, as well as
on 17th and 19th of May, with Klaus Monhoff,
Head of Design and Decor
Management Egger Group.
Both talks will take place at
2:30pm in Hall 10.2.
Hall 6, stand A70-B79.
www.egger.com
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CONTACTS
PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
AND TECHNOLOGIES

Primary processing

ANGELO CREMONA spa
Viale Lombardia, 275 - I-20900 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381 - fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com
Machinery and services for plywood and sliced
veneer production. Peeling lines, dryers,
presses and finishing lines; horizontal,
vertical and rotary slicers, press dryers and
clipping lines.

B.F.B. di Bortoluzzi Gualtiero & C. snc
V.le del Lavoro,27 Z.I. Paludi I-32010 Alpago (BL)
phone +39 0437 989208-685
fax +39 0437 989157
www.bfblegno.it - info@bfblegno.it
Machines and plants for primary and
secondary processing of wood: debarking,
cutting, selection and sorting of logs,
complete sawmill collection, sorting and
stacking of sawn timber, storage processing,
special processing of varius kinds of
semimachined products, production of wood
for carpentry, preparation and handling of
logs for plywood plants.

Secondary processing
SCM GROUP spa
BIESSE spa
Via della Meccanica, 16 - I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100 - fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it
The Biesse product line includes cnc work
centres, manual and automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines, panel sizing
centres, calibrating and sanding machines, routers, throughfeed boring and inserting machines, material handling equipment and turnkey
plants.

DE STEFANI VALERIO & C snc
Via M.P. Virgilio, 16
I-20833 Birone di Giussano (MB)
phone +39 0362 310914 - fax +39 0362 310915
www.destefanimacchine.com
info@destefanimacchine.com
For over 30 years, De Stefani designs and
manufactures sanding machine for panels
edges and profiles. Single or double sided
edge sanding machines equipped to sand flat
and shaped edges on raw or lacquered panels.
Combined machines for panel edges foiling.
Edge Buffing and polishing machines for High
Gloss finishing panels. Profile sanding denibbing machines equipped with abrasive
belt or wheel to sand raw or laquered
mouldings. Angle profile gluing and
assembling machines for door frames.Double
end profile cutting machines.

Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111 - fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com
Woodworking machinery: the widest range of
products.

Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it

The product range is wide in the sector of
traditional woodworking machines:
thicknessing planers, surface planers,
combined surface-thicknessing planers, circular
saws, spindle moulders, combined saw-spindle
moulder, universal combined machines, bandsaws.

Our production of woodworking
machines: edger, cross-cutter.

Machines for woodworking and equipmentfor
sawmills. Vertical and tilted bandmills, log
carriages with variable axis, log carriages with
independent headblocks, tandem bandsaw
headrings, chipping canter, traditional resaws,
double resaws. Multiple ripsaws, manual and
automatic edging lines, working centres with
circular blades. Log profiling equipment.
Complete, high-production plants for sawmills.
Saw servicing equipment.

Panel processing machines and plants. Special
multi-blades panel saws, longitudinal milling
machines with rollers feeding, working centres
for the “Folding” technology, flooring industry
technology, doors,modern furnishing industry
technology.

Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311 - fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com

COMEC GROUP srl

Comec Cncwood, multi-spindles working
centers with working head support columns
with transvertal movement.
Comec Technology, special machines and
systems for high productive processing.
Camam srl, special machines for the
production of chairs and tables.

Epistolio srl – Painting Robot Division, with a
20 years experience in developing and
constructing anthropomorphic and cartesian
robots, offers a comprehensive range of
complete solutions for automated industrial
painting applications in the woodworking
industry.

GIARDINA GROUP
Via V. Necchi, 63 - I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801- fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com
Finishing plants for the furniture and
construction industry with application by
spray, by roller coaters and curtain coaters and
drying by Uv dryers, vertical dryers, linear
dryers with microwaves technology. Complete
finishing plants for doors and windows. Spray
booths.

CONTROL LOGIC srl
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818 - fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it - controllogic@controllogic.it
Spark detectors and fire extinguishing systems
for industrial dust extraction systems.

Surface finishing

TECNOAZZURRA srl
Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-678078
fax +39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it - info@tecnoazzurra.it
Industrial painting machines as: dry painting
booth, water painting booths, pressurising
painting system and suspended transport lines.

RS WOOD srl

Crossing-cutting lines

Via Achille Grandi 38
I-47922 Viserbella di Rimini (RN)
phone +39 0541 736265 fax +39 0541 732084
www.rswooditaly.com - info@rswooditaly.com

CEFLA FINISHING GROUP
Wide range of traditional woodworking
machines for panel and wood processing.

SALVADOR - SOLIDEA srl

Via Cascina Rinaldi,, 39
I-33048 S. Giovanni al Natisone (UD)
phone +39 0432 756282 - fax +39 0432 757591
www.comecgroup.it - info@comecgroup.it

Via Piemonte, 120- I-21100 Varese (VA)
phone +39 0332 212692 - fax +39 0332 223666
www.epistoliorobot.com - info@epistolio.com

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl

PRIMULTINI srl
Viale Europa, 70
I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.com - info@primultini.com

EPISTOLIO srl
Painting Robot Division

Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453 - fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com - info@zaffaroni.com

Dust extraction
systems and filtration

Manual and automatic vertical panel saws for
cutting wooden panels, plastic and acm
products. Welded steel frames, to grant
rigidity and precision. Special applications
allowing the possibility to make also grooving
on sandwich panels for folding. Automatic
horizontal beam saws with many different
configurations accordingly to the panel sizes
and thickness requirements.

Lacquering and printing lines for furniture
panels, hardboard, mdf or chipboard panels,
doors or parquet flooring with roller or curtain
coating technology and uv or hot air drying
systems. Automatic and robotic spray lines
with vertical dryers, flat or uv dryers.
Lacquering and printing on coils.

VEBA MECCANICA srl
Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323 - fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa

COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl

ELMAG spa
Viale Elvezia, 35 I-20052 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 23611 - fax +39 039 328202
www.elmag.it - info@elmag.it

Via dell’Industria, 15
I-31020 San Vendemiano (TV)
phone +39 0438 777096
fax +39 0438 778282
www.solidea - salvador@solidea.it
Our mission: to be the skilled leader in
optimizing saws for innovation, quality,
technology, price and service!
Pushing optimizing saws; angular cutting
optimizing saws; high speed optimizing saws;
cross cutting saws

Via Bicocca 14/c - I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0541 653441 - fax +39 0542 653444
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it
Cefla Finishing Group worldwide leader in the
finishing of wooden, plastic and non-ferrous
material products designs and manufactures
turnkey painting and wrapping lines for the
wood, glass, metal and plastic industries,
tailored on customer needs and requirements.

CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172 - fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com - info@cmarobot.it
Company specialized in fulfillment of
robotized solutions for painting chairs, tables
and assembled furniture, panels, windows and
doors.
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CURSAL srl
Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963 - fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com
Cursal is the best specialized company that
offers a vast range of wood cross-cut saws –
accessories for small and medium to large
cross cutting sections. Cursal designs, builds
and installs machines selecting the best
materials available in the market. Automatic
optimizing saw lines, accessorized manuals
and automations: There are standard turnkey
plant solutions as well as customized solutions,
result of a constant cooperation with the best
partners of the industry. True specialists from
the industry with over thirty years’ experience
are ready to help the customer ensure the best
price-quality ratio.
Stop looking for!
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FAIRS
Tools and auxiliaries

ALIPRANDI snc
Aliprandi Luca, Maurizio e Paola
Via Manzoni, 10 I-20845 Sovico (MB)
phone +39 039 2013530 - fax +39 039 2013491
www.aliprandi.it - aliprandi@aliprandi.it
The Firm Aliprandi is specialized in the
production of wood working tools in solid
carbide and carbide-tipped, both standard and
special production.

Sale of machinery
and equipment

SURPLEX SRL
Corso Moncalieri, 476 - I-10133 Torino (TO)
phone +39 011 0192735- fax +39 0123 8598124
www.surplex.it – info@surplex.it
Surplex buys & sells machinery, plants,
equipment and further industrial goods in150
countries worldwide. Surplex organizes
international online auctions, clears and turns
entire factories into immediate liquidity.

Handling
and commissioning

Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been to design
and build cutting tools for machining wood,
board materials and plastics. Specialists in cnc
tooling.

FINK srl - Woodworking tools
Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20900 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2 - fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com
Since 1924 Fink produces complete sets of
tools for windows, helicoidal cutterheads,
cutterheads for profiled kinves, cutters in Hw
welded, circular saw blades, dia tools, boring
bits, solid carbide routers, tools for cnc
trimming hoggers.

SISTEMI srl UNIPERSONALE
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950 - fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com - info@sistemiklein.com
Tools for wood-alu and plastic material working.
Tools for automatic boring machines, router bits
and collet chucks for cnc router machines. “M.
Conti” measuring devices for the woodworking
industry. Special devices for door and windows
manufacturers.

UTENSILTECNICA srl
Via Ca’ Giorgino, 2- I-47837 Montegridolfo (RN)
phone +39 0541 855202/855274
fax +39 0541 855255
www.utensiltecnica.com
utensiltecnica@utensiltecnica.com
Specialists in diamond and mechanical fixing
tooling. For 40 years we design and manufacture
tools for wood, aluminium and pvc. Customized
solutions thanks to integrated engineering, production, control and sharpening service with fast
delivery terms.

CASSIOLI srl
Place Guardavalle, 63
I-53049 Torrita Di Siena (SI)
phone +39 0577 684511- fax +39 0577 686084
www.cassioli.com - info@cassioli.com
From over 40 years we propose integrated
solutions in material handling and industrial
automation sector. Highly personalisable and
specific systems for furniture assembling, the
automatic storage and the handling.
Automatic warehouses, lazer guided vehiculs
(lgv), robotized islands, conveyors, sorter
systems, assembling lines, tilting units,
management softwares.

Lacquers

16-19 May
Interzum
www.interzum.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Semifinished products, components
and supplies
22-26 May
Ligna
www.ligna.de
• Hannover (Germany)
Woodworking technologies
22-25 May
Index Dubai
www.indexexhibition.com
• Dubai (UAE)
Woodworking technologies
13-17 June
Fitecma
www.feria.fitecma.com.ar
• Buenos Ayres (Argentina)
Woodworking technologies
20-22 June
Expo Ampimm
www.expoampimm.com
• Mexico City (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies
21-23 June
Woodtech Africa
www.woodtechafrica.com
• Nairobi (Kenya)
Woodworking technologies
13-15 July
Bangladesh Wood
www.futurextrade.com
• Dhaka (Bangladesh)
Woodworking technologies

INDUSTRIA CHIMICA ADRIATICA spa
Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080 - fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com
Ica group founded in 1971 is one of the
leading European industrial companies in the
production and commercialization of coatings.
The high specialization in eco-friendly paints
and the careful analysis of the Italian and
international trends in the design world mean
that Ica Group is now considered a real
partner, capable of supporting the customer
not only from technical and production point
of view but also for its ability to consistently
deliver new creative ideas.

19-22 July
Awfs Vegas
www.awfsfair.org
• Las Vegas (Usa)
Woodworking technologies

Ddx develops Cad/Cam/Cim software solutions:
“EasyWOOD” for panel and solid wood
machining using 3, 4 and 5 axis;
“EasyBEAM” for structures, houses, walls,
beams, rooves, gazebo, etc.;“PowerSTAIRS” for
staircases design and manufacturing;
“PowerWIN” for any kind of windows, french
doors, internal doors, entry doors and
shutters.

5-7 September
Expodrev
www.krasfair.ru
• Krasnoyarsk (Russia)
Woodworking technologies
12-15 September
FMC China
www.fmcchina.com.cn
• Shanghai (China)
Woodworking technologies
12-15 September
Drema
www.mtp.pll
• Poznan (Poland)
Woodworking technologies
13-17 September
Bife-Sim
www.romexpo.ro
• Bucarest (Romania)
Woodworking technologies
26-29 September
Lisderevmash
www.acco.ua
• Kiev (Ukraine)
Woodworking technologies
28-30 September
Ifmac
www.ifmac.net
• Jakarta (Indonesia)
Woodworking technologies
4-5 October
Canada Woodworking West
www.masterpromotions.ca
• Abbotsford (Canada)
Woodworking technologies
10-13 October
Sicam
www.exposicam.it
• Pordenone (Italy)
Semifinished products, components
and supplies

16-19 August
Tecno Mueble Internacional
www.tecnomueble.com.mx
• Guadalajara (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies

12-14 October
Mumbaiwood
www.seint.com
• Mumbai (India)
Woodworking technologies
14-18 October
Wood Processing Machinery
www.tuyap.com.tr
• Istanbul (Turkey)
Woodworking technologies

SEMI-FINISHED PRODUCTS
AND SUPPLIES

Agents and wood trades

2-4 November
Wms
www.woodworkingnetwork.com
• Toronto (Canada)
Woodworking technologies

BASSO LEGNAMI srl
DDX srl

3-5 September
Spoga+Gafa
www.spogagafa.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture

4-6 August
Woodtech India
www.woodtechindia.in
• Chennai (India)
Woodworking technologies

Software

Via G. Donizetti, 109/111
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone +39 035 621093 - fax +39 035 333723
www.ddxgroup.com info@ddxgroup.com

the complete calendar on www.xylon.it
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FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A - I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179 - fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it

AAAAAAAA

Via Dell'Artigianato, 6 I-13040 Rovasenda (VC)
phone +39 0161 879797 - fax +39 0161 879798
www.bassolegnami.com
basso@bassolegnami.com

8-10 November
Expocorma
www.expocorma.cl
• Coronel Concepcion (Chile)
Woodworking technologies

Since 2004 our company has started here in
Italy the production of 3-layer wood elements
for window and door building. We have been
gaining a lot of experience during these years
and we can now offer them in several wood
species, such as: Okoumé, Ozigo, Slavonjan
Oak, Tulipier and Lime. All elements are glued
employing a vinylic glue pvac-d4-en 205 only.

14-17 November
Woodex
www.woodexpo.ru
• Moscow (Russia)
Woodworking technologies
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